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Abstract 

A major outbreak of spruce beetle (Dendroctonus rufipennis) occurred in the southwest 

Yukon between 1990 and 2007. I determined how white spruce (Picea glauca) allocation to 

growth, defence and reproduction affected spruce beetle population growth, and how climate 

mediated these interactions. Spruce beetle population growth was greatest in years when spruce 

grew more slowly and had fewer cones, with no detectable effect of mean summer or winter 

temperature. For individual spruce trees, the probability of being attacked by spruce beetles 

increased with decreasing relative growth rates, increasing tree diameter, and increasing number 

of resin ducts produced in the previous five years; cone production did not affect attack 

probability. Once attacked, the probability of tree death increased with both decreasing relative 

growth rate and number of induced resin ducts produced in the attack year. These results show 

that tree growth and defence but not reproduction determined spruce beetle susceptibility.  
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Chapter One: General Introduction 

1.1 Plant-resource allocation and trade-offs 

Plant survival relies on the ability to avoid, or at least partially deter, herbivory.  

As such, plants have evolved a range of important defensive mechanisms. In many cases, plant 

defense involves the production of chemical toxins, or the development of unpalatable tissues 

such as lignin, cellulose, tannins and silicates (Schardl and Feng 2010). Terpenes are one class of 

organic compounds produced by plants for defense. Terpenes are hydrocarbons that are derived 

from five-carbon isoprene units (C5H8), and when additional functional groups are present they 

are referred to as terpenoids (Lerdau et al. 1994, Schardl and Feng 2010). Conifer species in 

particular rely heavily on a number of resin-producing terpenoid compounds in their defensive 

strategies (Lewinsohn et al. 1991).   

1.1.1 Growth and defence 

The amount of carbon allocated to defense is expected to depend on total carbon uptake, 

as well as the amount of carbon that is allocated to other factors such as growth and reproduction 

(Herms and Mattson 1992). The idea of plant allocation to defense and the trade-offs involved 

with this allocation is not new, and a considerable amount of attention has been given to plant 

responses to herbivory over the last 30-40 years (Karban and Baldwin 1997). A number of 

hypotheses that provide the rationale for predictions of how much carbon is allocated to defense 

have been proposed since the initial interest and description of this phenomenon (Green and 

Ryan 1972, McKey 1974, Haukioja and Hakala 1975, Bryant et al. 1983, Coley et al. 1985, 

Herms and Mattson 1992). In general, the hypotheses that have been proposed can be subdivided 

into two broad categories: supply-side hypotheses and demand-side hypotheses (Lerdau et al. 

1994). Supply-side hypotheses such as the carbon-nutrient (C/N) hypothesis and the 
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growth/differentiation balance hypothesis (GDBH) posit that defenses are largely influenced by 

the availability or supply of resources, and that the plants themselves are not able to control this 

availability. Demand-side hypotheses differ from these and are based on the premise that 

concentrations of available resources and secondary metabolites are dictated by the plants’ need 

for them (Lerdau et al. 1994, Karban and Baldwin 1997). 

One of the proposed supply-side hypotheses that has received considerable attention is 

the growth-differentiation balance hypothesis (Herms and Mattson 1992). Primary metabolism 

(the growth of new tissue) is viewed separately from differentiation processes such as the 

production of specialized tissue for defense, and it is predicted that there will be a negative 

correlation between these two types of metabolism. According to the GDBH, resources should 

be allocated to growth first rather than secondary metabolism and differentiation when resource 

availability is high. Even when resource availability is high, there is a finite level of resources, 

and there is therefore a predicted trade-off that occurs between the allocation towards growth and 

differentiation. The trade-offs between growth and secondary metabolism/differentiation will 

have ecological costs that vary depending on the environment’s level of resources (Herms and 

Mattson 1992, Lerdau et al. 1994).  

The growth-differentiation balance hypothesis predicts that at lower levels of resource 

availability growth processes will be slowed by shortages of nutrients or water, whereas net 

photosynthesis will not be as affected by these conditions. This will result in the accumulation of 

carbon that cannot be dedicated to growth, and therefore at low resource levels the trade-off 

between growth and defense may be masked (Herms and Mattson 1992). This would result in a 

positive relationship between allocation to growth and defense, not due to an allocation decision. 

At moderate to high resource availability however, an observed trade-off between allocation to 
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defense and growth is predicted (Herms and Mattson 1992). The overall premise of the GDBH is 

that plants need to ensure adequate growth in order to remain competitive, while still remaining 

sufficiently defended to prevent the loss of already acquired resources through injury or death.  

Although defenses and their associated carbon/nutrient trade-off with growth have been 

well studied in some respects, much remains unknown and the support for the growth-

differentiation balance hypothesis is limited (Stamp 2004, Karban 2011). Negative correlations 

between growth and defense have been found (Blanche et al. 1992, Glynn et al. 2007), but in 

many cases, positive relationships between measures of growth and defense have been observed 

(Nagy et al. 2000, Kane and Kolb 2010, Clark et al. 2012, Gaylord et al. 2013, Ferrenberg et al. 

2014, Hood et al. 2015). The trade-off that must be present is not directly observed in these 

cases, potentially as a result of environmental conditions and the total amount of resources 

available to an individual. A neutral or positive relationship observed between growth and 

defense would indicate that conditions favourable for growth are also conducive for defense, and 

when an individual has a large amount of total resources available they will be able to invest 

more towards both functions. 

1.1.2 Masting: where does reproduction fit in? 

‘Mast-fruiting’ or ‘masting’ refers to synchronized episodically-large reproduction 

among individuals of a species (Kelly and Sork 2002, Pearse et al. 2016). In masting plant 

species, seed production can be high in some years and low in others, however mast years, with 

increased reproductive output, are synchronized among individuals. This synchronization is 

widespread, with some conifer species synchronized in their production of seeds among sites that 

are as much as 2,500 km apart (Koenig and Knops 2005).  
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Synchronized, substantial reproductive events have generally been thought to deplete 

carbon and nutrient reserves, likely resulting in an imposed period of replenishment before 

subsequent mast events can occur. Direct evidence of this resource depletion is lacking, however, 

with few studies that have examined the question directly (Sala et al. 2012). In a recent study 

examining the predicted negative relationship between the current and following year’s seed 

production, out of the five masting species examined only one (Picea abies) displayed the 

predicted trend (Wesołowski et al. 2015). The production of large-scale reproductive output did 

not necessarily result in an imposed period of replenishment for the majority of tree species 

examined, indicating that there is likely not a high level of energy trade-off between growth and 

reproduction (Wesołowski et al. 2015). Alternative explanations as to why it is relatively 

uncommon to observe heavy reproductive events in subsequent years do not necessarily require 

there to be a depletion of resources, however, and depend more on the mechanism that is thought 

to mediate masting events.  

The mechanisms by which masting species synchronize their reproductive efforts are a 

source of ongoing debate, with a large number of hypotheses for masting behaviour put forth at 

both the ultimate and proximate levels. Ultimate-level hypotheses for masting focus on the 

evolutionary benefits of the behaviour, and proximate-level hypotheses focus on the mechanisms 

that produce masting (Pearse et al. 2016). As ultimate explanations, it has been proposed that 

predator satiation, pollen coupling (pollination efficiency), and/or environmental cues could 

favour synchronization, but the evidence available for these three mechanisms shows mixed 

support (Koenig and Knops 2005). At the proximate-level, once again a number of potential 

hypotheses have been suggested. These hypotheses vary in whether or not what they propose is 
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adaptive, and some confusion arises due to the interaction of proximate and ultimate factors, with 

both necessary for an understanding of masting.  

Two major mechanistic hypotheses for masting are based around resources: the resource-

matching hypothesis and resource budget models (Pearse et al. 2016). The resource-matching 

hypothesis is considered non-adaptive, predicting a constant fraction of resources being devoted 

to reproduction, leading to a positive relationship between growth and reproduction, and 

therefore variation in yearly seed crops depending wholly on yearly resource accumulation 

(Pearse et al. 2016). There is little evidence for resource matching, with negative correlations 

between growth and reproduction more commonly observed (Monks and Kelly 2006, Barringer 

et al. 2013). There is also often greater variation in reproductive output than there is in the 

environment, which implies that resource matching is unlikely to be responsible (Koenig and 

Knops 2000). Resource budget (RB) models are also based upon resource availability, 

suggesting that individual plants will produce a high reproductive crop only after resources have 

accumulated and surpassed a certain threshold, therefore partially relying on the use of stored 

nutrients for masting. This explanation requires an ultimate-level component (such as pollen 

coupling) to explain synchrony, as one of its fundamental assumptions is that the size of a full 

crop is set at an unsustainably high level (Pearse et al. 2016). Resource-budget models have only 

been empirically tested in a few species, with some recent support (Sala et al. 2012, Rapp et al. 

2013, Funk et al. 2016, Pesendorfer et al. 2016). 

Growth, defense, and reproduction may not all be limited by the same resource. Conifer 

defenses, such as the terpenes and terpenoids discussed above, are primarily carbon-based. Non-

structural carbohydrate (NSC) depletion has been documented following mast years for a number 

of species (Marquis et al. 1997, Miyazaki et al. 2002, Crone et al. 2009), however nutrients such 
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as nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) may be more appropriate to consider when examining the 

costs of reproduction. These are often more limiting in the environment, and reproductive 

structures are often nutrient enriched (Reekie and Bazzaz 1987b). In addition to NSC, nitrogen 

(Han et al. 2008, Sala et al. 2011, Ichie and Nakagawa 2013), and phosphorus (Sala et al. 2011, 

Ichie and Nakagawa 2013) have been found to be depleted following masting. If reproduction is 

limited by the amount of carbon available, then I would predict there to be a trade-off between 

growth and defense.  

1.2 Thesis overview 

In this thesis, I will apply the above ideas of carbon allocation to white spruce (Picea 

glauca [Moench]) in the context of the spruce beetle (Dendroctonus rufipennis [Kirby]), a key 

herbivore. The overarching goal of this study is to examine the relationships between host tree 

allocation of carbon towards growth, defense, and reproduction, and to determine how this 

allocation affects tree survival against bark beetle attack at both the population and individual-

level. 

1.3 Bark beetle outbreaks 

1.3.1 Bark beetle biology 

Bark beetles (Coleoptera: Curculionidae: Scolytinae) are a highly diverse subfamily of 

weevils (Raffa et al. 2015). Although there are more than 6,000 known species of bark beetle, 

most share the common characteristic of a life spent largely hidden beneath the bark of their host 

tree (Wood 1982). The typical life cycle of a bark beetle is composed of a number of distinct 

stages: a brief period of adult dispersal, attack of a host tree, oviposition and offspring 

development within the phloem layer, re-emergence of adults in some species, and finally 

emergence of new adults (Rudinsky 1962). Bark beetles occur in regions all across the globe, 
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and play key roles in the structure of natural plant communities (Raffa et al. 2015). Although 

they can be viewed and do function as integral components of ecosystem function, they are also 

capable of causing widespread economic loss and are often considered to be major 

environmental threats (Raffa et al. 2008). In western North America in particular they are 

considered to be one of the most destructive forest pests, with some species capable of mass 

attacking otherwise healthy trees to overcome the host tree’s resistance and successfully colonize 

and reproduce (Bright 1976, Wood 1982). 

Bark beetle populations are most commonly found in their endemic population stage, 

when population density is naturally constrained to a relatively low level (Raffa et al. 2008). 

Under conditions that are conducive to higher than normal population densities, however, certain 

eruptive species are able to increase in population density well beyond their typical endemic 

levels. To achieve a landscape-scale eruption, a number of thresholds must be surpassed, which 

are regulated through a complex interplay of both internal and external controls and releasers 

(reviewed in Raffa et al. 2008, Figure 1.1). Surpassing the endemic-eruptive threshold, the new 

population stage that is reached is often referred to as the outbreaking or eruptive stage of 

population dynamics, and this type of ‘eruptive window’ or ‘outbreak’ is common for a number 

of bark beetle species. Although fewer than 1% of bark beetle species undergo large-scale 

outbreaks (Raffa et al. 2008, Bentz et al. 2010), much of the research that has been completed to 

date on eruptive species such as the spruce beetle and mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus 

ponderosae) has taken place during the eruptive phase. This bias occurs primarily as a result of 

research logistics, given that it is much easier to detect and study the beetles when they are 

abundant, as well as due to an increased environmental and political interest that arises as the 

result of the often massive tree death incurred during an outbreak.  
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Due to the interest in outbreaking populations of beetles and the research that has been 

completed on how populations can surpass the endemic threshold and enter the eruptive phase, a 

number of the environmental conditions favourable for outbreaks have been elucidated. Forest 

structure is one factor that can greatly influence the population dynamics of bark beetles and 

indeed insects in general, with contiguous areas that are largely homogeneous in both species 

composition and age providing an opportunity for easier travel between hosts and a higher 

likelihood of successful colonization over a region. Mature stands in particular, with many large 

trees that are suitable hosts, are more amenable to bark beetle outbreaks than areas with mixed 

species composition and/or age (Werner and Holsten 1985, Raffa et al. 2015).  

Other disturbances and stressors present in an area can additionally serve to create 

suitable outbreak conditions, such as with the occurrence of windthrow and logging (Dyer and 

Taylor 1971, Okland and Berryman 2004, Marini et al. 2013) or in other situations that result in a 

decrease in the number of natural enemies present (Raffa et al. 2015). In general, bark beetle 

dynamics are thought to be largely dominated by bottom-up forces such as the availability and 

suitability of host trees, rather than top-down forces such as predation (Reeve 1997).  

1.3.2 Effect of climate 

The effects of temperature and climate change are generally accepted as significant 

causes for at least some of the recent and current bark beetle outbreaks (Ayres and Lombardero 

2000, Logan et al. 2003, Logan and Powell 2009, Bentz et al. 2010, Klapwijk et al. 2012, Marini 

et al. 2012). Climate change is thought to be priming many regions for unprecedented levels of 

insect outbreaks, creating amenable conditions in a two-fold manner. For conifer hosts such as 

spruce (Picea spp.) and pine (Pinus spp.), warm, dry conditions are leading to host trees that are 

already weakened by water stress prior to bark beetle arrival (Mattson and Haack 1987, Boonstra 
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et al. 2008). As bark beetles have been shown to thrive in warmer conditions where there are 

increased brood-development rates (Hansen et al. 2001, Werner et al. 2006), and lower rates of 

overwinter mortality (Miller and Werner 1987), an increase in temperature could result in greater 

tree mortality as a result of both the beetle and tree side of the interaction (Berg et al. 2006, 

Safranyik and Carroll 2006, Aukema et al. 2008, Powell and Bentz 2009, Priesler et al. 2012, 

Regniere et al. 2012, Raffa et al. 2015).  

Because there are a number of biotic and abiotic factors believed to be at least in part 

responsible for insect outbreaks, this process is complicated even further when considering the 

interactive effects between them. A large, well-connected and mature forest in an area 

undergoing an increase in mean temperatures, for example, could potentially be thought of as a 

‘perfect storm’ of conditions conducive for outbreaks.  

1.3.3 Conifer defenses 

Along with the threat of tree-killing bark beetles, such as the spruce beetle, to coniferous 

ecosystems, conifers themselves have complex defensive systems that incoming beetles must 

overcome before successful colonization is achieved. In general, conifers primarily defend 

themselves against injury with carbon-based defenses such as terpenes that are concentrated in 

viscous resin within the outer tree bole (Franceschi et al. 2005, Seybold et al. 2006). Resin serves 

as both a mechanical and chemical defense, as invading beetles can be physically obstructed 

from entry into the host tree and entombed within the resin, or killed by the toxicity of the 

terpenes and other terpenoid compounds comprised within (Keeling and Bohlmann 2006, 

Seybold et al. 2006, Raffa 2014).  

The overall defensive strategy is multi-tiered and involves both constitutive and inducible 

defenses. Constitutive defenses, such as preformed resin ducts, resin blisters and resin cells, are 
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those present in advance of a threat to provide an immediate barrier against an initial attack by a 

herbivore (Franceschi et al. 2005). Inducible defenses, on the other hand, are plastic responses 

mounted in response to actual invaders, acting as a second line of defense against attackers 

(Franceschi et al. 2005). This type of multi-layered defense system is thought to be ubiquitous 

across conifer species. However, the level of investment towards both constitutive and induced 

defense varies across genera and species. Pine trees have demonstrated a greater level of 

dependence on resin that is already present in ducts pre-formed as a result of their high level of 

constitutive defense (Lewinsohn et al. 1991). Spruce trees, on the other hand, tend to invest less 

in constitutive defenses and rely much more heavily upon a stronger induced response to 

invaders, leading to the production of higher levels of traumatic resin ducts (Lewinsohn et al. 

1991). Functional traumatic resin ducts are created relatively rapidly, requiring on average 2-4 

weeks in Norway spruce (Picea abies) following induction (Nagy et al. 2000). 

1.3.3.1 Measuring defense 

To measure the level of defense in an individual tree, be it largely constitutive, inducible, 

or a mixture of both, a number of different metrics are used. Given that it is the monoterpenes 

found within the exuded resin itself that are the primary defensive material, resin flow itself is 

often used as the primary measure for defense when studying live trees (Netherer et al. 2015). 

The resin ducts are also an appropriate method of measuring the tree’s level of investment 

towards defense, as these are the structures responsible for initial production and storage of 

monoterpenes, and provide an indication of an individual’s resin reservoir capacity. Metrics 

examining resin ducts may in fact serve as a better representative of a tree’s overall defensive 

situation than examining resin flow itself would, as resin flow varies significantly with different 

site characteristics such as temperature, season, and site quality, as well as with genetics, tree 
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age, and wounding (Ayres and Lombardero 2000, Knebel et al. 2008, Novick et al. 2012, Hood 

and Sala 2015, Hood et al. 2015, Moreira et al. 2015). Resin duct metrics are more strongly 

associated with tree mortality than direct measurements of resin flow in some conifers, such as 

mature pinon pine (Pinus edulis) (Gaylord et al. 2013).  

There have also been several studies that demonstrated positive correlations between 

resin flow and resin ducts, indicating the suitability of either metric of defense (Ayres and 

Lombardero 2000, Rodríguez-García et al. 2014, Westbrook et al. 2015). When using resin ducts 

as a proxy for the amount of resin produced, analyses can be completed with either duct count 

data or some measure of the duct itself (i.e. duct width, total duct area, duct density, etc.). In pine 

trees, positive correlations have been found between resin flow and resin duct metrics in a 

number of cases (Rosner and Hannrup 2004, Westbrook et al. 2015). In at least one study on 

Norway spruce (Picea abies), resin flow was highly correlated with both the total number of 

resin canals as well as the total duct area, making either choice of measurement appropriate in 

this system (Netherer et al. 2015). Alternatively, in some species of pine (Pinus ponderosae and 

Pinus sylvestris), resin duct production (number of resin ducts), duct density and relative duct 

area do not predict resin flow, with the best predictors of resin flow being resin duct size and 

total duct area over a 5-year period (Kyto et al. 1999, Hood and Sala 2015). At this time, the 

relationships between resin flow, the number of resin ducts and their traits are still unclear, 

making the specific metric to best represent an individual tree’s defensive potential unknown 

(Hood and Sala 2015). 
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1.4 Spruce beetle outbreak in the SW Yukon 

1.4.1 Outbreak of spruce beetles: 1990-2007 

Approximately 400,000 ha of forest across the southwest Yukon, including the Kluane 

region examined in my study, was severely impacted by an unprecedented outbreak of spruce 

beetle that took place in the area beginning in the early 1990s (Garbutt et al. 2006, 

YukonGovernment 2010). The outbreak in this region has been reported as the largest, most 

severe, and longest lasting outbreak of the spruce beetle in Canada (YukonGovernment 2013), 

with more than 50% of mature white spruce being killed in many areas (Garbutt et al. 2006). 

This outbreak is widely believed to be in part due to a warming climate, with shorter beetle 

generation times and reduced rates of overwinter mortality, in addition to an increase in 

weakened host trees as a result of drought-stress (Berg et al. 2006, Bentz et al. 2010). Located in 

the Canadian north, this area is one that has undergone significant changes in temperature over 

the last 60 years, and one in which substantial changes to temperature and precipitation are 

projected for the remainder of the 21st Century (Prowse et al. 2009).  

1.4.2 Spruce beetle ecology in the Yukon 

The spruce beetle is found widely throughout Canada and the United States (Bright 

1976). This particular species is a major, destructive forest pest, and it is well known for a 

number of major outbreaks in areas such as the Yukon, Alaska, and British Columbia. Fully 

developed adult spruce beetles are between 4.4 and 7.0 mm long, with dark brown body 

colouration and reddish-brown elytra (Wood 1982). As with other Dendroctonus species, they 

are capable of attacking live trees en masse, and outbreaks often result in widespread host tree 

mortality and changes in overall stand structure.  
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For spruce beetles found at higher latitudes such as those of the SW Yukon, their life 

cycle typically takes 2 years to complete and involves overwintering in both larval and adult 

stages. The development time can vary between one and three years, however, depending on 

where in its range the population is located. One-year cycles develop in areas that experience an 

average phloem temperature of at least 16.5°C during the summer months, whereas the two-year 

life cycle observed at higher latitudes has been generally characterized by average phloem 

temperatures of 10.6°C (Werner and Holsten 1985). Switches from a normally semivoltine (2-

year) to a newly univoltine (1-year) life cycle is therefore predicted to be observed with 

increased summer temperatures, and has already been documented for spruce beetle populations 

in Alaska, Utah, and Colorado (Hansen et al. 2001, Werner et al. 2006, Bentz et al. 2010).  

Over-winter mortality, caused by exposure to cold temperatures, has long been thought of 

as a key temperature-related factor contributing to population dynamics of bark-beetle 

populations, despite a lack of data for most species (Bentz et al. 2010). Spruce beetles in 

particular accumulate glycerol as a cryoprotectant in autumn, and are able to dramatically 

decrease their supercooling points over the winter months to allow for the survival of 

overwintering larvae and adults (Miller and Werner 1987). Despite this protectant, however, 

especially cold winters (minimum temperatures below -31°C) result in lethal freezing of beetles 

overwintering near or above snowline (Miller and Werner 1987). In spruce beetles 

(Dendroctonus engelmanni [Hopkins]), cold winter temperatures have resulted in 75% and 88% 

over-winter mortality in Colorado and Arizona, respectively (Massey and Wygant 1954, Frye et 

al. 1974). With increasing minimum temperatures associated with climate change and milder 

than average winters, a decrease in cold-temperature-induced overwintering mortality is 

predicted. 
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1.4.3 White spruce ecology 

White spruce, the primary host of the spruce beetle, has a transcontinental range across 

North America, with a wide distribution that includes growth at sea level and upwards to over 

1500m. Maturity occurs after 30 years on average, but for some individuals age at maturity is 

much reduced (i.e. 14 years) (Nienstaedt and Zasada 1990).  

Based on both constitutive and induced responses, spruce has a defensive strategy that 

aims to prevent, or minimize, harm from its many potentially damaging agents (Ives and Wong 

1988, Nienstaedt and Zasada 1990, Christiansen et al. 1999). Multiple species of bark beetle 

attack white spruce, although most species other than D. rufipennis will attack already weakened, 

dying trees (Nienstaedt and Zasada 1990). Spruce beetle outbreaks on healthy trees are often 

associated with areas more susceptible to outbreak due to prolonged periods of warm summer 

temperature, or regions where there are interspersed large supplies of otherwise weakened or 

dead trees (Ives and Wong 1988, Berg et al. 2006). 

Cone development has conventionally been thought to depend largely on climatic 

conditions in the current (t) and previous year (t-1) (Juday et al. 2003, Koenig and Knops 2005). 

White spruce reproductive buds are differentiated in the year before flowering and seed dispersal 

(t-1), and bud development continues for 2-2.5 months before buds become dormant in early 

October (Eis et al. 1965, Nienstaedt and Zasada 1990). The period of peak pollination, and 

critical stage for seed production, occurs in the following summer (t), along with seed 

development. As reproductive buds are differentiated at the end of shoot elongation in the year 

prior to flowering (t-1), warm, dry temperatures observed during this ‘critical’ time period were 

thought to be at least partially responsible for increased cone production (Nienstaedt and Zasada 

1990, Juday et al. 2003). This, along with four other key criteria or ‘gateways’ were identified by 
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Juday et al. (2003), forming a model for the requirements needed to achieve significant cone 

production. A subsequent study tested this model, examining the climatic determinants of white 

spruce cone crops in the southwest Yukon. From the 26 years of cone-crop data that were 

analyzed, it was determined that the proposed key factors in years t and t-1 explained 

surprisingly little of the variation observed in cone production (Krebs et al. 2012). From further 

exploratory modeling it was determined that conditions in t-2 were the most significant 

predictors of cone crop production, specifically the temperature in late summer of t-1 and t-2, 

along with rainfall in spring of t-2 (Krebs et al. 2012).  

More recently, a new predictor of cone crop determination for a variety of masting plant 

species was suggested: the change in mean summer temperature (ΔT) between one (Tn-1) and 

two (Tn-2) years prior to a mast year (Kelly et al. 2013). This study found ΔT to be the most 

significant predictor of masting in all 26 datasets that were examined, and provides an 

explanation for rarely observing back-to-back mast years, without needing to invoke resource 

depletion (Kelly et al. 2013). Krebs et al. (2017) re-examined the climatic determinants of white 

spruce cone counts in the southwest Yukon area, and ΔT was found to be the most significant 

predictor across all 5 Yukon sites, explaining on average 65% of the variation between years. 

Rainfall was no longer observed to be significant, with no evidence of any association between 

rainfall and cone crop variation (Krebs et al. 2017). According to Kelly et al. (2013), the ΔT 

model for masting has important implications for the predicted response of masting tree species 

under climate change. Given that it is the difference between previous summer temperatures that 

is responsible for determining mast years, increasing temperature under climate change would no 

longer be predicted to affect masting frequency, as would have been expected under the single or 

2-year temperature model (either Tn-1, Tn-2, or the 2T model including both as predictors) (Kelly 
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et al. 2013). This explanation can only be employed when considering ΔT as a cue for masting, 

however, and not if ΔT functions as a proximate driver of masting with mechanistic links 

between ΔT and formation of cone crops (Pearse et al. 2014). If ΔT is a proxy for some 

mechanistic factor that will directly affect production of reproductive output (seeds), then 

climate change will still be predicted to have a significant effect.  

1.5 Thesis objectives 

1.5.1 Chapter 2: Spruce beetle population growth  

The overarching goal of my study was to examine the relationships between host-tree 

allocation of resources and survival against bark beetle attack in the Yukon. In Chapter 2 of this 

thesis, I examine how yearly white spruce allocation to growth and reproduction at the 

population level affected the subsequent success of spruce beetle in the region, and whether or 

not these relationships were mediated by climate.  

1.5.2 Chapter 3: Consequences of spruce allocation on spruce beetle attack and survival   

In Chapter 3, I determine how carbon allocation towards growth, defense, and 

reproduction, at the individual-tree level affected the overall likelihood of an individual tree 

being attacked, and subsequently killed. Although the general relationship between growth and 

defense has been well studied in many systems in the past, I examine growth and defense 

allocation retrospectively in the context of spruce tree susceptibility, during a large-scale 

outbreak. Additionally, I examine the cost of reproduction on growth and defense for the current 

study system, an aspect that to my knowledge has not previously been reported on.   
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Figure 1.1. Conceptual diagram indicating the sequence of thresholds required to obtain 
landscape-level bark beetle outbreaks, obtained from Raffa et al. 2008. Internal controls, 
external controls and releasers influencing the probability of beetles surpassing a particular 
threshold are indicated.    
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Chapter Two: Population-level factors influencing spruce beetle population growth in the 
SW Yukon during a large-scale outbreak 

2.1 Introduction 

Interactions between insects and plants are thought to encompass 50% of all ecological 

relationships (Strong et al. 1984, Raffa et al. 2008). Natural constraints keep most insect species 

from undergoing large-scale population outbreaks (Raffa et al. 2015), but examining eruptive 

species in particular can provide valuable insights into fundamental ecological processes (Raffa 

et al. 2008). Native bark beetles (Coleoptera: Curculionidae: Scolytidae) are a group of insects 

that are common in the forests of western North America, and are key drivers of change within 

these systems (Bentz et al. 2010), especially following outbreaks of the more aggressive, tree-

killing, species.  

Less than 1% of bark beetle species undergo large-scale outbreaks, and the majority of 

species capable of attacking and colonizing live hosts are largely concentrated in the genera 

Dendroctonus, Ips, and Scolytus (Raffa et al. 2008, Bentz et al. 2010). These beetles are capable 

of causing landscape-level mortality using mass attacks to overwhelm host tree defenses, and 

their intermittent outbreaks are under complex control. Beetle population size is determined in 

part by forest structure (Werner and Holsten 1985, Raffa et al. 2015) and disturbances and 

stressors such as windthrow (Schmid 1981), logging (Dyer and Taylor 1971, Okland and 

Berryman 2004, Marini et al. 2013), avalanches (Hebertson and Jenkins 2007), and fire (Schmid 

and Frye 1977, Werner and Holsten 1985, Berg et al. 2006).  

Climate also has important effects on bark-beetle systems and population densities 

(Ayres and Lombardero 2000, Logan et al. 2003, Berg et al. 2006, Logan and Powell 2009, 

Klapwijk et al. 2012, Marini et al. 2012). Climate has both direct and indirect effects on bark 
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beetles. Temperature-dependent physiological processes such as synchronous adult dispersal and 

life-cycle timing are critical to the success of many aggressive bark beetle species in succesfully 

colonizing live tree hosts (Bentz et al. 2010). As such, the direct effects of climate on beetle 

population dynamics include both the maintenance, or adjustment, of developmental timing, in 

addition to the facilitation of cold tolerance. Bark beetle species thrive in warmer conditions, 

with increased brood development rates (Hansen et al. 2001, Werner et al. 2006), and lower rates 

of overwinter mortality (Miller and Werner 1987, Bentz et al. 2010).  

Indirectly, climate can affect bark beetles through changes that are incurred in host tree 

physiology. Warm, dry conditions result in host trees that are already weakened by water stress, 

resulting in an increased susceptability to bark beetle attack (Mattson and Haack 1987, Boonstra 

et al. 2008). Drought-stress can also significantly affect host defenses, potentially weakening 

them in the short-term, further increasing tree susceptibility to beetle attack (McDowell et al. 

2011, Hart et al. 2014). 

The environmental conditions that are encountered by the majority of trees in a 

population will play a significant role in the initiation and development of insect outbreaks 

(Raffa et al. 2008, Raffa et al. 2015). On a year-to-year basis, changes in the total level of 

resources that get allocated towards individuals’ growth, defence, reproduction, and other 

miscellaneous energy expenditures, will affect the overall susceptibility of a particular 

population to incoming bark beetle attack. Given that there is a finite level of resources available 

to an individual, the amount that is allocated towards defense is predicted to depend on both the 

total amount available as well as the amount that is allocated to other factors such as growth and 

reproduction (Herms and Mattson 1992). The absolute amount of defence that is produced will 
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therefore depend not only on how carbon is allocated, but also on the total amount of carbon 

available (van Noordwijk and de Jong 1986).  

The total amount of carbon that is accessible to a plant will vary with climate. Plants 

often respond to drought-stress by closing their stomata to prevent unnecessary water loss and 

prevent hydraulic failure (Fettig et al. 2013). Stomatal closure also results in a plant's inability to 

take up carbon dioxide required for photosynthesis, resulting in reduced productivity (Fettig et 

al. 2013), and less carbon available for either primary or secondary metabolism. Under normal 

conditions, plant respiration would not exceed photosynthesis, and so this form of carbon 

limitation would not be present.  

Many conifer species respond to insect attackers with a rapid increase in the number of 

defenses that are mobilized to fight off incoming attackers (Christiansen et al. 1987). This 

defensive response will determine how effectively incoming attackers can be stopped before 

significant damage is incurred. One hypothesis regarding carbon allocation to defense that has 

received considerable attention is the growth-differentiation balance hypothesis (GDBH) (Herms 

and Mattson 1992). This hypothesis predicts that at lower levels of resource availability, growth 

will be slowed by shortages of nutrients or water, whereas net photosynthesis will not be as 

affected by these conditions. This will result in the accumulation of carbon that cannot be 

dedicated to growth, and therefore at low resource levels the trade-off between growth and 

defense may be masked (Herms and Mattson 1992). This would also result in a positive 

relationship between allocation to growth and defense, not due to an allocation decision. At 

moderate to high resource availability, however, an observed trade-off between allocation to 

defense and growth is predicted (Herms and Mattson 1992).  
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The GDBH has received some support (Mihaliak and Lincoln 1985, Blanche et al. 1992, 

Wilkens et al. 1996, Glynn et al. 2003, Stamp 2004, Stamp et al. 2004, Glynn et al. 2007). 

However, the majority of studies report positive relationships between measures of growth and 

defense (Bannan 1936, Kane and Kolb 2010, Gaylord et al. 2013, Ferrenberg et al. 2014, Hood et 

al. 2015). These positive relationships may be explained by considering the total amount of 

resources available to an individual (van Noordwijk and de Jong 1986). At the population level, 

these allocation patterns are likely to be equally important in determining where outbreaks are 

most likely to occur, although some studies suggest that tree defenses are ineffective once beetle 

population density has increased sufficiently (Boone et al. 2011).  

 One often ignored but significant factor that should be considered when examining stand 

susceptibility to bark beetle attack is the cost of reproduction  (Obeso 2002). Masting species in 

particular can provide valuable insights into the costs of reproduction in nature. Masting refers to 

synchronous, episodically large investment towards reproduction, and masting species exhibit 

certain years where seed production is extremely high, known as mast years (Koenig and Knops 

2005). As ‘mast-fruiting’ involves the synchronized reproduction of individuals of a species, a 

mast year will be observed at the population level with highly increased reproductive output 

across the majority of individuals. To garner the resources required for such a strong 

reproductive effort, a negative correlation between masting and both growth and defense in years 

where investment towards reproduction is high can be predicted.  

Here I examine the contribution of tree growth and reproduction to an outbreak of spruce 

beetle (Dendroctonus rufipennis) in the SW Yukon. A large-scale outbreak took place in the area 

beginning in the early 1990s and continuing until approximately 2007 (Yukon Government 

2013). During that time, mature white spruce, Picea glauca [Moench], were killed across more 
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than 380,000 ha. This region of the boreal forest is dominated by white spruce, the only conifer 

present in the region, and as such this outbreak had significant ramifications both ecologically 

and economically (Garbutt et al. 2006). Spruce beetle in this region typically experience a 2-year 

(semivoltine) life cycle, with individuals overwintering in both larval and adult stages before 

emerging to search for new hosts. Relatively warm conditions can accelerate development to a 

single year (univoltine) life cycle, however, which may have contributed to the recent outbreak 

of spruce beetles in nearby Alaskan populations (Berg et al. 2006). 

White spruce is a masting species (LaMontagne and Boutin 2007, Krebs et al. 2012). In 

the Kluane region of the Yukon, the size of annual cone crops have been measured for the 

purposes of examining the climatic determinants of white spruce cone crop in the area (Krebs et 

al. 2012). Because average cone counts are available throughout the duration of the beetle 

outbreak, this study system provides an opportunity to examine the cost of reproduction and 

masting on overall allocation patterns, and the effect that these costs have on overall 

susceptibility to beetle outbreak for an area.  

The purpose of my study was to examine how spruce-beetle population-growth was 

affected by yearly variation in overall white spruce investment towards growth, reproduction, 

and in turn defense, and whether or not these relationships were mediated by climate. If direct 

effects of climate are important determinants of spruce beetle population growth, I predicted that 

higher summer or winter temperatures, or both, would positively affect beetle populations. 

When examining spruce-beetle population-growth with respect to spruce growth and 

reproduction, two potential relationships may be observed. Following the logic of the growth-

differentiation balance hypothesis (Herms and Mattson 1992), if there is an observed trade-off 

between growth, reproduction and defense, then I predicted that beetle success would be 
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positively correlated with tree growth and reproduction. This would indicate that by investing in 

both growth and reproduction, less investment was allocated towards defense. Alternatively, if at 

an absolute level trees were still able to invest heavily in defense due to their access to an 

increased amount of resources, I predicted a neutral or negative association between spruce-

beetle population-growth and spruce growth and reproduction. Under this scenario, I predicted 

that years where investment towards reproduction is high would have slower spruce beetle 

population growth, due to a higher amount of defenses present.  

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Study area 

This study was conducted in the Kluane region of the southwest Yukon. Due to its 

location in the rain shadow of the St. Elias Mountains, the area experiences a semiarid and more 

continental climate than might be expected based solely on its proximity to the Pacific Ocean 

(Krebs and Boonstra 2001). The area receives on average less than 30cm of annual precipitation, 

with approximately 40-50% of yearly totals falling as snow in the winter months (Krebs and 

Boonstra 2001). The vegetation of the area is typical of the subalpine boreal forest, dominated 

primarily by white spruce, and interspersed with both balsam poplar (Populus balsamifera) and 

aspen (Populus tremuloides) as well as shrub-covered areas that are primarily composed of 

willow (Salix spp.) (Rowe 1972, Krebs and Boonstra 2001).   

Approximately 400,000 ha of forest across the southwest Yukon, including the Kluane 

region, was severely impacted by the unprecedented outbreak of spruce beetle that took place in 

the area beginning in the early 1990s (Garbutt et al. 2006, Yukon Government 2010). The 

outbreak in this region has been reported as the largest, most severe, and longest lasting outbreak 
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of the spruce beetle in Canada (YukonGovernment 2013), with more than 50% of mature white 

spruce being killed in many areas (Garbutt et al. 2006).  

2.2.2 Spruce beetle population data 

Spruce beetle infestation data for the southwestern Yukon region were obtained from 

Chart 1 of the Yukon Government’s forest health report based on aerial surveys conducted across 

the entire region (2013). Between 1994 and 2011, inclusive, yearly area of spruce mortality 

caused by spruce beetles was reported and organized by severity class. Red trees that were 

counted and reported in one year (t) indicate trees that were killed by the spruce beetle in the 

previous year (t-1) (Yukon Government 2013). In my dataset, I adjusted this so that mortality 

estimates reflected mortality within the given year (trees that were killed in year t). Total area 

affected was extracted using GraphClick version 3.0.3 (Arizona Software Inc.) software. The 

area of spruce beetle killed trees was assumed to reflect the population size of spruce beetles 

(Trzcinski and Reid 2008). 

2.2.3 Cone count data 

I obtained annual white spruce cone counts for the Kluane region of Yukon from Figure 2 

of Krebs et al. (2012) for the years between 1994 and 2011 inclusive. Cone data were obtained 

from the southwestern Yukon Territory near Kluane Lake, within the Shakwak Trench system 

(61°01’N, 138°24’W) (Krebs et al. 2012). I obtained total annual cone counts from the published 

figure using GraphClick version 3.0.3 (Arizona Software Inc.) software. Spruce cones were 

counted while they were still green, and before red squirrels (Tamiasciurus hudsonius) began to 

harvest them in late August (Krebs et al. 2012).  
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2.2.4 Annual growth of white spruce 

I determined annual growth increments of white spruce using tree cores that I collected 

from the field (60°58’N, 138°20’W) during July 2015, from 293 trees approximately equally 

divided among trees that were never attacked by the spruce beetle, were attacked and survived, 

or were attacked and were killed (Chapter 3). The sampled trees were located within the same 

study sites that were used by Krebs et al. (2001), and overlap spatially with the area of the 

southwest Yukon Territory near Kluane Lake for which cone count data were obtained (Krebs et 

al. 2012).  Cores were processed using standard dendrochronological techniques (Stokes and 

Smiley 1968). Individual cores were cross-dated using skeleton plotting, and all cores obtained 

from live trees were additionally date referenced using the most recent year of annual growth 

(2015). Trees selected for sampling varied in age at core height (ca. 1.4m high), ranging from 20 

to 191 years old (mean + SD: 54.69 + 1.05 years). Mean annual growth rate was 1.60 + 0.87mm 

per year, which was relatively fast compared to previous estimates for the region (Boonstra et al. 

2008). 

2.2.5 Temperature data 

I obtained meteorological data for Burwash Landing (61°22’N, 139°03’W) from Charles 

Krebs (University of British Columbia) who in turned obtained the data from Ed Berg (US Fish 

and Wildlife Service, Kenai National Wildlife Refuge, Soldotna, Alaska). Yukon Territory 

Government (YTG) data was used by Berg when available, and missing values were 

supplemented with data obtained from Brian Luckman (Western University, London, ON).  

I used the mean temperature for May through August to determine the effect of summer 

temperature on spruce beetle population growth. May-August mean temperature has been 

previously found to be significantly associated with spruce beetle attack and success (Berg 
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2006), and encompasses the period of the spruce beetle life cycle where warmer air temperatures 

can lead to a switch from a locally normal 2-year development period to a 1-year cycle (Werner 

and Holsten 1985). Additionally, mean summer temperature positively affects white spruce 

growth rate (Boonstra et al. 2008), with the majority of yearly wood deposition for the Kluane 

region occurring in May through August (Berg and Henry 2003). To determine the effect of 

winter temperature on spruce beetle success, I used the mean temperature for the preceding 

November through March. Winter temperature was chosen as a predictor variable due to its 

known association with overwintering spruce beetle mortality rates (Miller and Werner 1987). 

2.2.6 Statistical analyses 

To examine population growth (or decrease) of spruce beetles, change in beetle pressure 

from year t-1 to t was calculated as (ln(nt/nt-1)), where n is the area of spruce trees killed by 

spruce beetles, following established methodology (Trzcinski and Reid 2009). The predictor 

variables were May-August (summer) mean temperature (ln(°C)), November-March (winter) 

mean temperature (ln(°C +20)), mean tree growth rate (ln(mm)), and mean cone production 

(ln(cone count +1)), using standard least squares modeling. Model assumptions were verified by 

examining residuals after model fitting. The value added to winter temperature (20) was used as 

a translation constant prior to ln-transformation in order to deal with the negative values obtained 

for mean winter temperatures. Because neither temperature variable was found to have a 

significant effect on spruce beetle population growth, a second model was constructed by 

removing the least significant variable, winter temperature. Finally, I ran a third model to 

examine how spruce beetle population growth in a given year was affected by cone crop 

production in the previous year because there could be a lagged effect between investment 

towards reproduction and subsequent investment towards defense.   
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All statistical analyses were completed using JMP Version 13 software (SAS Institute  

Inc., Cary, NC). 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Temperature, growth, and cones 

 The mean summer temperature from 1994-2011 was 10.25 + 0.93°C (Figure 2.1A). 

Interestingly, both the lowest (8.25°C) and highest (12.15°C) mean summer temperatures 

observed in the last 50 years were included in the 18-year period of interest between 1994 and 

2011 (data not shown). Mean winter temperature during this time was -15.4 + 2.84°C (Figure 

2.1B). Mean summer temperature was not correlated with mean winter temperature for the area 

in a given year (r= -0.1481). Summer temperature was not significantly associated with annual 

white spruce growth rate (r= -0.007, df= 1,16, F= 0.001, p= 0.977) (Figure 2.3). 

 No significant trade-off between mean annual growth increment and cone production in a 

given year was observed (r= -0.2769, df= 1,16, F=1.33, p= 0.2659) (Figure 2.4A). Similarly, 

mean growth rate in the current year did not depend on cone production in the previous year (r= 

0.030, df= 1,16, F= 0.014, p=0.908) (Figure 2.4B).  

2.3.2 Spruce beetle outbreak 

Neither mean summer or winter temperature significantly affected the annual population 

growth of spruce beetles (Figure 2.5A,B, Table 2.1). Population growth appeared to decline with 

increasing spruce growth rate, although this relationship was not significant in the full model 

(Figure 2.5C, Table 2.1). Cone production was the only significant predictor in this model, with 

spruce beetle population growth declining with increased cone production (Figure 2.5D, Table 

2.1).  
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I then removed the least significant predictor variable (winter temperature) and ran a 

second model including only growth, cones, and summer temperature. Here, there was no 

significant effect of mean summer temperature on spruce beetle population growth rate, however 

the annual population growth of spruce beetles declined as the annual growth and cone 

production of white spruce increased (Figure 2.6, Table 2.2). 

 To determine whether there was a lagged effect of cone production on the spruce beetle 

population growth trend observed in a given year, I replaced cone counts in the current year with 

those from the previous year. This model explained the least amount of variance in population 

growth (R2= 0.14, with no significant effects observed for any of the included predictors (Table 

2.3). 
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Figure 2.1. Mean (A) summer temperature, (B) winter temperature, (C) white-spruce 
growth rate, (D) white-spruce cone production, and (E) spruce-beetle population-growth 
observed across the study area between 1994 and 2011. Red dashed line corresponds to 1996, 
used in the present study as a marker year for cross dating of tree cores.  
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Figure 2.2: (A) Yearly mean growth rates between 1990 and 2012 for all 293 white spruce 
trees used in the current study. Error bars represent +/-SEM. Year with the lowest growth rate 
shown as 1996 and was used as a marker year for skeleton plotting and cross dating tree cores. 
(B) Mean May-August temperatures (°C) obtained from the Burwash Landing weather 
station (61°22’N, 139°03’W) between 1990 and 2012. Section enclosed by red dotted lines 
represents the years included in spruce beetle outbreak analyses.  
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Figure 2.3. Relationship between mean summer temperature (°C) and mean yearly white 
spruce growth rate (ln mm) for all years of spruce beetle outbreak examined (1994-2011) in 
Kluane, YK. Dashed line of fit represents a non-significant effect. 
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Figure 2.4. (A) Relationship between the current year’s cone crop in white spruce (ln N+1) 
and yearly mean growth rate (ln mm). Dashed grey line is orthogonal fit line, correlation= -
0.277, N= 18 years. (B) Relationship between the previous year’s cone crop (ln N+1) and the 
current year’s mean growth rate (ln mm). Dashed grey line is orthogonal fit line, correlation= 
0.030, N= 18 years. Dashed lines represent non-significant effects. 
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Figure 2.5. Effect leverage plots showing the relationship between spruce beetle population 
growth (log(Nt/Nt-1)) and (A) mean summer temperature (°C) (B) mean winter temperature 
(°C), (C) mean yearly growth rate (ln mm), and (D) mean cone count (ln(cones +1)) when 
accounting for other predictors in the model provided in Table 2.1(N=18). Middle line represents 
line of fit, with a solid line indicating a significant effect, and thin outer red lines represent 95% 
confidence intervals. 
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Figure 2.6. Effect leverage plots showing the relationship between spruce beetle population 
growth and (A) mean growth (ln mm) and (B) cone crop (ln N +1), when accounting for 
other predictors in the model provided in Table 2.2 (N=18). Thick red line represents line of fit, 
and thin red lines represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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Table 2.1: Standard least squares model for the population growth rate of spruce beetle 
(Dendroctonus rufipennis) (ln(Nt/Nt-1)) in white spruce (Picea glauca) in Kluane, Yukon. 
R2= 0.45, N =18 years.  Bolded text indicates significant effects (p<0.05). 
 

	 Response variable  

	 Rate of Attack Increase 
Predictor variable Estimate SE df F p 

Annual growth (ln mm) -1.576 0.77 1,13 4.22 0.0607 
Annual cone count (ln N+1) -0.241 0.09 1,13 7.25 0.0184 
May-Aug temperature (ln°C) 2.15 1.91 1,13 1.27 0.281 
Nov-Mar temperature (ln°C) -0.063 0.2 1,13 0.1 0.7593 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2.2: Standard least squares model for the population growth rate of spruce beetle 
(Dendroctonus rufipennis) (ln(Nt/Nt-1)) in white spruce (Picea glauca) in Kluane, Yukon. 
R2= 0.45, N =18 years.  Bolded text indicates significant effects (p<0.05). 
 

	 Response variable  

	 Rate of Attack Increase 
Predictor variable Estimate SE df F p 

Annual growth (ln mm) -1.644 0.71 1,13 5.35 0.0364 
Average cone count (ln N+1) -0.243 0.09 1,13 7.83 0.0142 
May-Aug temperature (ln°C) 2.174 1.85 1,13 1.38 0.2589 
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Table 2.3: Standard least squares model, including the effect of the previous year’s cone 
crop, for rate of spruce beetle (Dendroctonus rufipennis) population growth (ln(Nt/Nt-1)) in 
white spruce (Picea glauca) located in Kluane, Yukon. R2= 0.14, N =18 years.   
 

	 Response variable  

	 Rate of Attack Increase 
Predictor variable Estimate SE df F p 

Annual growth (ln mm) -1.02 0.92 1,13 1.24 0.286 
Previous year cone count (ln N+1) 0.049 0.13 1,13 0.14 0.712 

May-Aug temperature (ln°C) 1.771 2.48 1,13 0.51 0.489 
Nov-Mar temperature (ln°C) -0.078 0.25 1,13 0.1 0.759 
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2.4 Discussion  

2.4.1 General trends 

Population-level investment by spruce trees towards both growth and reproduction 

significantly predicted the rate of spruce beetle population growth between years when examined 

alongside mean summer temperature. Contrary to my prediction, however, the rate of spruce 

beetle population growth was higher in years that had slower growth rates and fewer cones 

produced. In other words, years where there was a significantly higher overall investment in both 

growth and reproduction at the population level had a slower rate of spruce beetle outbreak 

progression. This finding does not support the initial hypothesis regarding resource allocation 

patterns, which was that there would be an observed trade-off between growth and reproduction. 

May-August temperature, predicted to result in an increase in beetle attack rate with increasing 

temperature, also had no detectable effect. When examining the effect of winter (November-

March) temperature, with warmer winters predicted to result in lower over-winter mortality and 

increased beetle attack rate, this too was found to have no detectable effect. Finally, when spruce 

beetle population growth was examined with respect to the production of cones in the previous 

year, no significant effect was observed.  

2.4.2 Effect of climate 

Summer temperature had no detectable effect on spruce beetle population growth. It is 

unlikely that this lack of effect was due to unusually low variation in summer temperature 

because within the study period the minimum and maximum summer temperatures were as great 

as observed in the previous 50 years (data not shown). May-August temperature was chosen as 

the climatic variable of interest for a number of reasons. This period encompasses the key life 

cycle stage of spruce beetle development when temperatures have been shown to dictate whether 
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broods will develop at a normal (2-year cycle) or enhanced (yearly) rate (Werner and Holsten 

1985, Barber et al. 2000, Berg et al. 2006). Given that the majority of yearly wood deposition in 

Kluane also occurs within this time frame, mean summer temperature has an additionally 

important effect on the system (Berg and Henry 2003). Because warmer summer temperatures 

are generally thought to be priming areas for bark beetle outbreak in two major ways, it is 

important to consider both mechanisms separately.  

On the bark beetle side of the climate interaction, I predicted that increases in summer 

temperatures would increase beetle success. Shorter spruce beetle development time, and an 

increase in beetle presence and performance, was predicted to subsequently result in an increased 

infestation pressure and a higher level of tree mortality (Werner & Holsten 1985). It may be that 

the summer temperatures observed in my study, although relatively variable, were not sufficient 

to cause switches from a 2-year to a 1-year life cycle. A normal two-year life cycle in Alaska is 

characterized by an average phloem temperature of 10.6°C during the summer months while 

one-year cycles typically develop in trees that experience a phloem temperature of at least 

16.5°C (Werner and Holsten 1985). With a maximum mean exterior temperature of 12.15°C 

observed in my study, no change in voltinism would be expected. Although the demonstrated 

threshold of 16.5°C has been corroborated and is generally accepted to be required for 

transitioning between life cycles, the duration this temperature must be maintained before seeing 

a change is still unknown (Berg 2006). 

I predicted that increases in winter temperature would result in a lower rate of spruce 

beetle overwinter mortality, also resulting in an increase in beetle population density and 

subsequently an increased infestation pressure. Although mean winter temperature was not found 

to be a significant predictor of spruce beetle population growth in the current study, this could be 
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because the mean winter temperature experienced at the study site was not low enough to cause 

significant overwintering mortality. This would result in a higher-level of dependency on 

summer temperature in the determination of spruce beetle population density for the region. 

Because spruce beetles accumulate glycerol and other cryoprotectants prior to the onset of 

winter, they are able to drastically lower their supercooling points allowing survival of 

overwintering larvae and adults (Miller and Werner 1987). In the past, temperatures below -31°C 

were found to result in the lethal freezing of beetles that were overwintering at or above the 

snowline (Miller and Werner 1987), suggesting that beetles in cold climates where little snowfall 

is observed are most susceptible. In Kluane, nearly 50% of the total yearly precipitation falls as 

snow in the winter months (Krebs and Boonstra 2001), and the mean winter temperatures 

observed throughout the current 18-year study period ranged from -9 to just above -20°C. These 

patterns could explain why, in the current study, winter temperature was not a significant 

predictor for spruce beetle population growth.  

I expected that summer temperatures would also affect spruce beetles indirectly through 

their effects on host tree traits.  It has previously been demonstrated that an increase in summer 

temperatures, within the range observed in my study, results in an increase in the growth of white 

spruce in the southwestern Yukon (Boonstra et al. 2008, Krebs et al. 2017).  This pattern could 

be associated with decreased defences, if the trade-off between growth and defence was a 

dominant process, or an increase in defence if it reflects an increase in total resources and an 

increase in defence in absolute terms. However, in contrast to the previous studies, I observed no 

relationship between mean summer temperature (May-August) and overall yearly growth rate 

(Figure 2.3). Different climate variables can be examined in the future to determine which, if 

any, are found to correlate with average growth rate, but it would be useful to have site-specific 
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weather data to see if predictions and observations could be improved with more accurate on-site 

temperature information. If higher growth rates are indeed correlated to increased summer 

temperatures, it is also possible that rather than a trade-off between growth and defense, having 

these vary together could also be predicted. Trees that have greater access to total resources may 

be able to invest heavily in both growth and defense, making the predicted trade-off between 

them less evident. This would suggest that years with high growth rates may also be predicted to 

have high investment in defense, leading to lower rates of expected spruce beetle population 

growth in those years.   

Although weather and climate are generally considered to be important drivers of insect 

outbreaks (Bentz et al. 2010, Raffa et al. 2008), the specific variables that could be explored are 

seemingly limitless. Given that only May-August and November-March temperature was 

examined here, future studies should consider including additional variables that have been 

shown to be significant such as rainfall, and the effect of lag on these relationships (Chavardes et 

al. 2013). An alternative to consider is that drought stress itself, proposed as the mechanism for 

weakening host trees and increasing their susceptibility to spruce beetle attack, may not be well 

indicated solely with increasing temperatures or decreased rainfall. Many drought indices 

involve both a temperature and precipitation component: a commonly used one was developed 

by normalizing mean May-August temperatures and total October-September precipitation, and 

subtracting the two to provide a relative drought term (Berg and Henry 2003). Alternatively, to 

examine the regional relationship between forest distribution and moisture gradients the Climate 

Moisture Index (CMI) could be used, examining mean annual precipitation and mean annual 

potential evapotranspiration (Hogg 1994, Hogg and Schwarz 1997).  I did not analyze rainfall in 
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my analyses in order to limit the number of climate variables that were included, given the 

limited time series.  

Obtaining 13C/12C stable isotope ratios from tree rings is also an alternative method of 

more easily studying the effect of drought stress on white spruce, and in turn could be used to 

indirectly provide information on how spruce beetle infestation is affected by drought-stressed 

trees (Barber et al. 2000, Dawson et al. 2002). This method of analysis was outside of the scope 

of the present study, but could be included in future analyses in order to more confidently assess 

the level of drought-stress experienced by an individual tree, or the average level of drought-

stress experienced across an area.  

2.4.3 Allocation to defense 

 In my study, growth and reproduction were not negatively correlated at the population 

level (Figure 2.4A). Spruce beetle population growth was significantly slower in years in which 

spruce had more cones, and higher average growth rates (Figure 2.6, Table 2.2). Similar patterns 

have been observed in the past with respect to growth rate in spruce (Hard 1985, 1987), however, 

the pattern observed with reproduction is novel to the best of my knowledge.  

Given the assumed negative relationship between spruce-tree mortality and defense, these 

findings would suggest that that in certain years, under the right conditions, allocation towards 

growth, reproduction, and defense may increase together. One possibility to consider, as 

mentioned above, is that in those years where high growth rates, cone output and increased 

investment towards defense were observed, the total level of carbon available to individual 

spruce was enough so that the trade-offs occurring between these allocation choices could not be 

observed.  
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Examining spruce beetle population growth and attempting to draw conclusions about the 

overall defensive level of the population of white spruce may be problematic. At high population 

densities of beetles such as those that occur during an outbreak, the beetles' likelihood of a 

successful attack is increased whether or not the host tree is well defended. It is therefore 

possible that they are more likely to attack trees with greater defenses during outbreaks due to 

the ease in locating these hosts, in addition to the lowered risk of attack failure (Raffa et al. 

2015). There is empirical evidence to support the idea of plastic behavioural strategies exhibited 

by bark beetles following either endemic or outbreak regimes (Elkin and Reid 2010, Kausrud et 

al. 2011, Kausrud et al. 2012). Tree mortality may not be directly linked to defensive capability 

once outbreak conditions are met (Boone et al. 2011), and if this relationship does not hold then 

its use in the present study as a representation of defense can be called into question. If the 

spruce beetle population dynamics were varying independently of tree traits in the southwest 

Yukon during the outbreak in question, the predicted relationships used in the current study 

would no longer be expected.   

 Spruce defense is based heavily on an induced response at the time of the attack rather 

than on a constitutive level of defenses present (Lewinsohn et al. 1991). Because this means that 

most of the time individuals will not be investing heavily in defense, this may allow spruce to 

skirt the trade-off with growth and cones even if the carbon required for defense is obtained from 

the current year’s photosynthate. Carbon that is taken in can be allocated to growth and cones 

most of the summer, and switched to defense when needed. Stored resources may be required to 

support plant survival and tissue regeneration following insect attack, and because of this are 

sometimes considered part of the integrated defense system (Wyka et al. 2016). However, few 

studies have examined the relationship between plant storage and defense (de Jong and van der 
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Meijden 2000). If the carbon needed to produce an induced defense is obtained from stored 

reserves, a negative relationship with growth (which relies primarily on current photoassimilates) 

would not necessarily be expected.  

2.4.4 Allocation to storage 

Given that there was no trade-off observed between average yearly growth rate and the 

average number of cones produced in the population, it is possible that in the case of white 

spruce, previously stored reserves are used more heavily than the current years photoassimilates. 

Although growth, reproduction, and defense are all major plant functions that require a high 

investment of resources, incoming photoassimilates can also be diverted towards storage.  Non-

structural carbohydrates (NSC) are involved in both the primary and secondary metabolism of 

tissues, and storage reserves are formed via their metabolically-regulated compartmentalization 

(Chapin et al. 1990, Hartmann and Trumbore 2016). Reserves are usually stored in isolation 

from other metabolic pathways to reduce reserve degradation, and storage is primarily found in 

vacuoles and plastids for that reason (Chapin et al. 1990). While being formed initially, these 

reserves would directly compete with resources required for growth and defense, resulting in an 

additional area of resource allocation not considered in the present study. Virtually all plants 

invest in some degree of savings and the extent to which individuals are able to draw from those 

reserves when required will vary (Chapin et al. 1990). There is some evidence to suggest that 

stores are not always available to individuals (reviewed in Chapin et al. 1990). Even still, despite 

a century of research into NSC reserves, our understanding of resource redistribution to and from 

storage within plants is severely limited, and it is difficult to accurately include allocation to 

storage in current models (Dietze et al. 2014, Fatichi et al. 2014, Hartmann and Trumbore 2016). 

The allocation of resources towards storage is central to both individual plant function as well as 
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stand-level carbon cycling (Hartmann and Trumbore 2016), and it is therefore reasonable to 

suspect it plays a significant role in how resources are allocated in the present system.  

The evidence surrounding the degree to which plants rely on storage reserves for 

functions such as growth and reproduction is mixed, with some studies suggesting that in mast-

cropping conifers such as white spruce, marked declines in growth and storage reserves are seen 

following reproduction (Koenig and Knops 2000). The direct evidence for this reserve depletion 

is lacking however. In ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa), no correlation could be established 

between wood deposition of individual trees and their reproductive vigour (Daubenmire 1960), 

indicating that individuals could potentially be relying on storage reserves to assist with 

reproduction. Similarly, in fragrant snowbell (Styrax obassia), the overall cost of reproduction 

was reliant predominantly on storage reserves in reproductive shoots (Miyazaki et al. 2002). 

 Some studies show that seed production in a given year is entirely reliant upon the 

current year’s photoassimilates (Hoch et al. 2013), showing that the width of annual growth rings 

were only depressed in the years where high cone production was observed (Eis et al. 1965). 

This indicates that carbohydrates involved in cone development were likely supplied by the 

current year's photosynthesis rather than stored reserves, and would suggest that if these same 

trends could be extended to white spruce, the predicted trade-offs between growth, reproduction, 

and defense used here would be expected. Trends between allocation to growth and reproduction 

may not be observable at the population level, and individual-tree analyses may be required to 

elucidate the relationship between growth and cones in a given year.  

2.4.5 Resource currencies 

It has been suggested that the difficulty in applying the concept of resource allocation to 

reproduction and in observing the trade-offs between reproduction and other functions such as 
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growth and defense is attributable to two main causes (Reekie and Bazzaz 1987b). Firstly, it is 

difficult to identify the limiting resource in an area (whether it be carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, 

etc.), and secondly it is unlikely that the same resources will be limiting growth in different 

environments, making comparisons between the reproductive effort of plants in different 

environments additionally complicated (Reekie and Bazzaz 1987b).  

Carbon has been suggested as a valid currency for evaluating resource-allocation 

patterns, as was done in this study, due to its overall importance to plants and tendency to 

integrate the allocation patterns of other resources (Reekie and Bazzaz 1987b). Having said that, 

simple estimates of reproductive effort based only on biomass allocation to flower and/or fruiting 

structures have been suggested to poorly reflect total carbon allocation to reproduction (Reekie 

and Bazzaz 1987b). This signifies that a larger piece of the allocation pattern may be missing in 

the current study due to its reliance on the number of produced cones as a measure of 

reproductive allocation. Compared to carbon, nitrogen or phosphorus has also been suggested to 

be more appropriate when examining investment towards cone production, as they are often 

limited in environments, and plant reproductive structures are usually more nutrient-enriched 

than other biomass (Reekie and Bazzaz 1987a, b, Hemborg and Karlsson 1998, Sala et al. 2012). 

Future studies should investigate allocation of these key nutrients in addition to simply the 

allocation of carbon.   

2.4.6 Conclusions 

I set out to determine how yearly variation in stand-level investment towards growth, 

reproduction, and defense in white spruce affected the success of spruce beetles in Kluane, 

Yukon. Spruce beetle population growth was greater in years with slower tree growth and fewer 

cones produced. These patterns are inconsistent with the hypothesis that tree allocation to growth 
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and reproduction compromises investment in defences in absolute terms.  Similarly, there was no 

negative correlation between growth and reproduction at the population scale. Years with slower 

growth and fewer cones may also correspond to years with fewer tree defenses being formed; 

direct measurements of defence are required to test this hypothesis. Summer temperature had no 

effect on the overall rate of spruce beetle outbreak progression in the region, and neither did 

winter temperature, indicating that either climate was not an important process explaining 

population growth in this outbreak, or other potential climate variables should be investigated. It 

remains to be seen whether the preliminary relationships seen here can be expected in other 

spruce beetle-host systems, and I suggest that allocation be examined at the individual tree level 

to provide a deeper understanding of how these choices affect survival.   
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Chapter Three: Effects of resource allocation in individual spruce trees on spruce beetle 
attack and tree mortality in southwestern Yukon, Canada 

3.1 Introduction 

The concept of partitioning limited resources that are allocated towards various life 

history traits such as growth, defense and reproduction is fundamental across a number of broad 

disciplines in ecology. Given that the amount of time, energy, and/or specific resources available 

to an individual is limited, an increase in allocation towards one function (such as growth) must 

necessarily result in a decrease in the level of resource that is available to other functions (such 

as defense and reproduction). This is known as the ‘Principle of Allocation’ (Levins 1968), and 

its theory has been applied to studies ranging from the explanation of clutch size in birds, 

theoretical studies of life history evolution, to physiological and biochemical studies of 

diversification in plant defenses (Cody 1966, Levins 1968, Bazzaz et al. 1987, Lloyd 1988, 

Obeso 2002). The compromises that are made between allocation investments are referred to as 

‘trade-offs’, and can be thought of as costs that are incurred by varying degrees of investment 

towards different life history traits (Reznick 1985). Trade-offs may not be observed, however, 

due to differences in total resources available. Positive correlations can be seen when trade-offs 

are expected if certain individuals are simply able to allocate more in absolute terms because 

they have access to more resources (van Noordwijk and de Jong 1986).  

 Growth is a fundamental process to all organisms, and in plants it is tightly linked to 

resource acquisition. The processes associated with plant growth are resource demanding and 

have precise requirements for a number of factors such as light, photoassimilates, water, nutrient 

and mineral levels, and temperature (Herms and Mattson 1992).  When conditions for growth are 

met, an individual is expected to invest in growth to develop and remain competitive. The level 
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of investment towards growth, however, will in turn affect the level of plant resources available 

for other functions, such as defense.  

A number of hypotheses regarding carbon allocation to defense have been proposed since 

the initial interest and early description of this phenomenon (Green and Ryan 1972, McKey 

1974, Haukioja and Hakala 1975, Bryant et al. 1983, Coley et al. 1985, Herms and Mattson 

1992). One hypothesis that has gained considerable attention is the growth-differentiation-

balance hypothesis (GDBH), which proposes that plants are faced with a dilemma with respect to 

their allocation to growth and defense, given that at the mechanistic level the processes of growth 

(primary metabolism) and defense (secondary metabolism) are separate and competing (Herms 

and Mattson 1992). Other hypotheses such as the carbon-nutrient balance theory (C/N) and 

protein competition model (PCM) are also related primarily to resource availability and 

associated allocation trade-offs (Bryant et al. 1983, Coley et al. 1985, Jones and Hartley 1999). 

Many species of plants require similar resources for growth, defense, and reproduction, but vary 

in how they use these resources (Bazzaz et al. 1987, Chapin et al. 1990). Resources such as 

carbon (C), nitrogen (N), and phosphorus (P), are obtained from the environment and used by the 

plant. Often these resources are involved in manufacturing various plant structures, such as those 

required for defense against herbivores (Bazzaz 1997). Different processes are not equally needy 

with respect to these nutrients, however. Defenses are often primarily carbon-based, while 

growth is more dependent on water, light, and nutrients. According to the GDBH, this explains 

why under very stressful conditions plants may grow slowly and have excess carbon available 

for defense due to the limitation of other nutrients on growth (Herms and Mattson 1992). 

Plant defensive strategies are often multi-tiered and involve both a constitutive and 

induced component (Karban and Baldwin 1997). Constitutive defenses are produced and 
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available well in advance of an actual threat, and therefore provide a base level of defense that is 

immediately available upon attack. Inducible defenses, on the other hand, are only formed in 

response to actual invaders and can be quite pronounced. This has important implications for 

observing the predicted trade-off between growth and defense, as plants with a reliance on 

induced defense will have only a low level of investment towards constitutive defense formation 

in most years.  

 Plants with episodic and large investment in reproduction can provide insights into trade-

offs with growth and defense. ‘Mast-fruiting’ or ‘masting’ are both terms that refer to the 

synchronized, intermittently high level of reproduction among individuals of a species (Kelly 

and Sork 2002, Pearse et al. 2016). Ultimate-level hypotheses for masting have to invoke some 

economy of scale, and a number of hypotheses such as predator satiation and pollination 

efficiency have been suggested (Koenig and Knops 2005). Evidence for trade-offs observed 

between reproduction and growth is varied, however many studies have demonstrated a marked 

decline in growth following reproduction, and growth rings that were significantly depressed in 

mast years (Eis et al. 1965, Koenig and Knops 2000, Hoch et al. 2013, Krebs et al. 2017). Direct 

evidence for a trade-off between reproduction and defense is lacking however, with few (if any) 

studies that have examined this question directly.   

In conifers, growth, defense, and reproduction are relatively easy to measure. Growth can 

be measured directly from annual growth rings, and defenses can also be examined 

retrospectively within those rings. The defensive system is primarily composed of carbon-based 

defenses such as terpenes and terpenoids, with a high concentration of viscous resin that can also 

serve as a physical defense (Franceschi et al. 2005, Seybold et al. 2006). Inducible defenses 

include necrotic wound lesioning and the formation of a large number of induced resin ducts and 
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increased resin flow (Bannan 1936, Christiansen et al. 1987, Christiansen et al. 1999). Resin 

ducts are visible in growth rings, with many ducts observed in years where an induced defensive 

response was triggered. 

The level of investment that is put towards both constitutive and induced defense varies 

across genera and species, with spruce trees (Picea spp.) most likely to invest more heavily in 

induced defensive responses than other genera, for example pine (Pinus spp.), that rely more 

heavily on a strong constitutive level of defense (Lewinsohn et al. 1991). As such, when 

incoming herbivores and/or insect invaders are attacking spruce trees, it is reasonable to expect a 

significantly higher level of an individual tree’s resources being allocated towards defense than 

might otherwise be expected. Given that the energy and resources required for a strong induced 

response have to be available and mobilized, the trade-offs with growth and reproduction are 

expected to be much more apparent in these years.  

Spruce are also masting tree species (LaMontagne and Boutin 2007). Trade-offs between 

investment towards defense, reproduction, and vegetative growth should be most apparent during 

these years. This genus provides an excellent opportunity to examine the effects of masting-

caused alterations of carbon availability on plant defense, as well as the effects of high 

investment towards an inducible, carbon-based, defense response following the introduction or 

ongoing presence of an attacker in the system.  

Bark beetles (Curculionidae: Scolytinae) are considered to be one of the most destructive 

forest pests, and are of increasing concern globally (Bentz et al. 2010). They attack host trees 

that are often weakened by other factors such as disease and drought (Bright 1976, Lindgren and 

Raffa 2013), with some species capable of mass attacking otherwise healthy trees to overcome 

the host tree’s defenses and successfully colonize and reproduce (de Jong and Saarenmaa 1985). 
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One particularly destructive species of bark beetle, the spruce beetle (Dendroctonus rufipennis), 

occurs across Canada and is well known for a major outbreak that occurred in the southwest 

Yukon region. Mainly attacking white spruce (Picea glauca [Moench]), these beetles severely 

impacted the white spruce populations along and within Kluane National Park, killing trees over 

380,000 ha by 2007 and upwards of 400,000 ha in total by the outbreak’s end 

(YukonGovernment 2010, 2013).  

My research aimed to test the hypothesis that if carbon allocation towards defense is a 

limiting factor in tree survival, then tree survival status will also depend on both annual tree 

growth and reproductive output. Although inducible defenses and the associated carbon/nutrient 

trade-offs have been well studied in some respects, much remains unknown and the support for 

the growth-differentiation balance hypothesis is limited (Karban 2011). The study system 

described above is ideal not only for examining the relationship between growth and defense in 

conifers, where inducible defenses such as traumatic xylem resin ducts are easy to detect, but 

also for investigating masting-caused alterations to carbon allocation in spruce. In this chapter, I 

examine the relationships between host-tree allocation of resources and survival against bark-

beetle attack in the Yukon at the individual tree level.  

Trade-offs between growth, reproduction, and defense are predicted to be apparent 

depending on whether or not total carbon availability surpasses and overrides the trade-off that 

must be present, and spruce beetle success is predicted to depend on the level of tree investment 

towards these functions. If there is an observed negative relationship between growth and 

defense, or growth and the number of cones produced, this would serve as evidence for the trade-

off that must be present. It is possible, however, that a positive relationship could be observed, 

indicating that faster growing trees are also able to invest more towards defence. Positive 
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correlations between growth and resin ducts have been observed frequently (Bannan 1936, Kane 

and Kolb 2010, Gaylord et al. 2013, Ferrenberg et al. 2014, Hood et al. 2015). This positive 

relationship could be due to larger or faster growing trees having improved access to resources, 

resulting in an ability to invest more towards defense and/or reproduction in absolute terms. 

Trees with improved access to more resources could be observed to be faster growing with more 

defenses and a higher reproductive output, as conditions that are favourable for growth may also 

be favourable for secondary metabolism of tissues. I examine, how these allocation patterns 

relate to the overall likelihood of an individual tree being (1) attacked and (2) killed by spruce 

beetles, in addition to the effect that tree diameter has on these likelihoods.  

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Study area 

The 60-hectare study area was chosen in part based on its extensive previous use in red 

squirrel (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus) research and monitoring, and is located approximately 

midway between the Kluane Lake Research Station (on the south shore of Kluane Lake), and the 

village of Haines Junction, Yukon (660380 E 6761091 N, UTM Zone 7N; Figure 3.1). The 

overall study area was initially chosen due to its location within a much larger area of known 

spruce beetle outbreak across the southwest Yukon (Garbutt et al. 2006, Yukon Government 

2010). Other than a much smaller outbreak in the area from 1934 to 1942, no previous major 

outbreaks are thought to have occurred in the region, making the large, destructive outbreak that 

began in the early 1990s and ended in 2007 unprecedented (Berg and Henry 2003). The Kluane 

region has been particularly well studied, with the current study area having been used 

previously as a control site for the large-scale Kluane Ecosystem Dynamics Project (Krebs and 

Boonstra 2001).  
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The study area is bisected into two 30-hectare plots on either side of the roadway that 

runs parallel with the Alaska Highway; these plots were named Sulphur (SU) and Kloo (KL) by 

previous researchers (Figure 3.2A). Both sites have an established ground-based grid system for 

demarcating location within the sites. Grid stakes were located every 30m and indicate the 

distance traveled along the transects, in addition to the stakes’ location within the larger grid 

(Figure 3.2B). Sites share many of the same geographic features and likely experience many of 

the same conditions due to their proximity to one another. The dominant tree species in the area, 

and only conifer present in the region, is white spruce. Other tree species such as trembling aspen 

(Populus tremuloides), and deciduous shrubs such as willow (Salix spp.) were also observed. 

However, both sites were primarily composed of open-canopy white spruce (Krebs and Boonstra 

2001). Sulphur, in particular, is composed of 34.37% open spruce, 18.87% closed spruce, 

21.00% willow shrub, 2.16% poplar- aspen, 22.96% grass-open, and 0.64% water (Krebs and 

Boonstra 2001). This detailed breakdown of vegetation type was not available for Kloo, however 

both sites appeared to be similar in the vegetation that was observed. Additionally, there is no 

recorded fire history in either site for >100 years (Krebs and Boonstra 2001).  

3.2.2 Spruce beetle attack 

My study used pre-existing data on spruce beetle attacks and cone crops collected by 

Jalene LaMontagne (De Paul University, Chicago, IL). The dataset provided information on 

1360 individually labeled (Figure 3.2C) and grid-located white spruce trees that were examined 

yearly from 2001-2005 with respect to bark beetle status. This was done to monitor infestation 

status through time and mortality rates of white spruce. Peak spruce mortality during the 

outbreak occurred in 2003, approximately 10 years after initial beetle presence in the area was 
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detected (Hawkes et al. 2014). In addition to the beetle monitoring data, individual cone crops 

were quantified for a subset of these trees in either 2002 or 2003. 

 Each year between 2002 and 2005, trees were classified as either “OK- not attacked”, 

“pGA- partial green attack”, “GA- green attack”, “RA- red attack”, “NGD- new gray dead”, 

“GD- gray dead”, or “OD- old dead” based on the extent of damage observed and number of 

beetle entrance holes, sap flows, and needles present on the tree/fallen on the ground 

(LaMontagne 2007). The percentage of trees classified as either pGA or GA varied between 

years, with 9.4% of trees in 2002, 16.7% in 2003, 10.7% in 2004 and 56.7% in 2005. Prior to 

commencing fieldwork, I classified each tree as belonging to one of three categories: trees that 

were attacked by the spruce beetle and subsequently died, trees that were attacked by the spruce 

beetle and subsequently survived, and trees that were unattacked by the spruce beetle throughout 

the monitoring period. When classifying individual trees, caution was taken to limit the number 

of trees placed in the wrong category. For trees to have been classified as attacked and killed, the 

observation NGD, GD, or OD had to be present in the final year of monitoring data available. 

For an attacked tree to be classified as a survivor, the initial attack would have had to be listed as 

GA in one year, or pGA in multiple years, followed by the classification ‘OK’. Individuals that 

were pGA in one year and were listed as ‘OK’ in subsequent years were not initially considered 

for inclusion in the study, due to the possibility of error in the original partial attack observation. 

This meant that I designated only trees that were listed as either pGA in multiple years, or GA in 

at least one year as ‘attacked’. Finally, for trees to be considered unattacked, all of the 

observations throughout the monitoring period must have been listed as ‘OK’. Of the original 

1360 trees monitored, I classified 149 as attacked and killed, 125 as attacked and survived, and 
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409 as unattacked. The remaining 677 trees, including those attacked in 2005, were unable to be 

classified prior to visiting the field and therefore I excluded them from use in the current study.  

From each category, I selected 100 trees randomly for sampling, with the realized sample 

size expected to be smaller due to loss of trees or issues with processing in the intervening years. 

Anticipating the potential difficulty in locating the selected trees, I created an additional list of 

trees belonging to each category for reference as needed in the field. 

3.2.3 Growth and defence 

I determined tree growth and defence by collecting tree cores from the selected trees in 

July 2015. Individual trees were located using the grid reference system described above, and 

verified according to previous labeling (Figure 3.3C). When specific trees chosen prior to 

fieldwork could not be accurately identified after an extensive search of the area, they were 

replaced with one of the extra trees belonging to the appropriate category. Upon locating the tree 

of interest, I measured the tree’s diameter at breast height (DBH, cm), and counted the number of 

neighbouring white spruce trees (alive and dead) within 3 m.   

I took tree cores at approximately breast height when possible (1.4m), using increment 

borers of various bit lengths (9” or 12”) depending on tree diameter. In some cases, location of 

large branches or the proximity to neighbouring trees necessitated sampling at slightly different 

heights. For small to medium-sized trees, I retrieved one single core going from bark through 

pith and back to bark, to provide two separate measurements for each year of growth and a 

representative sample of the tree’s growth pattern. For larger trees where the increment borer 

could not travel from bark through to bark, I retrieved two separate cores. If cores were observed 

to have obvious initial problems (crumbling, scarring, etc.) this process was repeated until a 

suitable core was obtained. Once removed from the tree, these cores were placed directly from 
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the borer’s extraction tray into a plastic straw that had been pre-cut along one side. Both ends 

were then sealed using masking tape, which was then labeled with the assigned Tree ID for 

transport.  

Tree cores that were obtained each day were transferred out of the temporary straws and 

into drying trays at the Kluane Lake Research Station, where they were once again temporarily 

labeled and left for 24 h to air-dry. On the following evening, if the cores in each drying tray 

appeared to be dry, they were mounted onto individual cardboard strips using Elmer’s “Glue-

All” multi-purpose glue. Each core was glued to its own individual cut piece of cardboard, and 

the cardboard was labeled to indicate the Tree ID. I sanded tree cores by hand, using 

progressively finer grit sandpapers (60, 100, 400 and 600 grit), until such a time as clearly visible 

rings were observed and individual cells could be observed under a microscope. 

Regardless of spruce beetle activity and the attack category of each tree, cores were all 

handled, prepared, and processed using the same standard dendrochronological techniques 

(Stokes and Smiley 1968). I measured ring widths using a sliding stage Velmex measuring 

system (Velmex Inc., Bloomfield, New York, USA), stereomicroscope, and Measure J2X 

software (VoorTech Consulting, Holderness, New Hampshire, USA). In addition to total ring 

width, earlywood and latewood measurements were also taken using the latewood boundary 

distinguished by cell colour and tracheid size, with latewood cells being smaller and darker in 

appearance (Figure 3.3. Within each annual growth ring, I also counted the total number of resin 

ducts present (Figure 3.3). I created skeleton plots and identified marker years to ensure accurate 

crossdating of tree rings across cores. For all tree cores obtained from an individual tree (usually 

two, sometimes three), I obtained correlation coefficients for all growth measurements, and I 

included only samples that had r > 0.7 in the analyses. Yearly ring widths and resin duct counts 
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were averaged across all cores collected for each tree to provide an average yearly growth rate 

(mm) and average yearly resin duct counts (number of resin ducts per 5mm transect (core) 

width).   

Additionally, for each attacked tree I calculated the mean growth rate for the 5-year 

period leading up to bark beetle attack, and tallied the total number of resin ducts produced in 

that timeframe. These averages were obtained by initially calculating a yearly growth rate over 

the specified time period and then multiplying by 5-years. This was done to account for instances 

where data were not available for all of the years included in the 5-year period due to broken 

cores or indistinguishable rings. A 5-year increment was chosen for inclusion in analyses rather 

than the 10-year increment that I also calculated, as the 5-year growth increment has been shown 

to have best predicted trees attacked and killed by spruce beetles in the past (Hard et al. 1983, 

Hard 1985, Doak 2004, Berg et al. 2006). For unattacked (control) trees, I obtained 5-year 

averages using 2003 as the simulated attack year, due to the majority of bark beetle attacks 

across the study area occurring in that year. 

3.2.4 Statistical Analysis  

3.2.4.1 Relationships between tree traits 

Relationships between tree traits (diameter, growth rate, resin duct and cone production) 

were examined with simple correlations, and through standard least square models including 

diameter as a covariate to determine if any relationships exist beyond those determined by size. 

Relationships were plotted using the reduced major axis (RMA) method for defining a line of 

best fit rather than the ordinary least squares (OLS) in order to account for error in both x- and y-

variables, and because the biological relationships between the variables examined were not 

expected to be asymmetrical (traits could be examined on either the x- or y-axes) (Smith 2009).  
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3.2.4.2 Attack and survival modeling  

Generalized linear models with a binomial distribution and logit link function were used 

to analyze attack (attacked vs. unattacked) status as a function of growth (mean 5-year growth 

rate, mm), defense (mean 5-year resin duct count), reproduction (number of cones produced in 

either the year of spruce beetle attack, or one-year prior), year, diameter, and site (KL vs. SU). 

Predictor variables were relatively consistent between models, and growth and defense measures, 

cone counts and diameter variables were all ln-transformed prior to analyses.  

Survival status (lived vs. died) was used as a second categorical variable for analyses, 

with the independent variables once again consisting of a measure of growth, defense, cones, 

diameter, and site. For survival models, mean growth rate during the attack year (mm in t, where 

t is the year of spruce beetle attack) and the number of resin ducts produced in the attack year 

(resin duct count in t) were used as predictor variables rather than the 5-year increments due to 

their hypothesized higher importance to tree survival. Current year ducts were examined because 

of the strong induced defensive response of white spruce. Biologically relevant interaction terms 

between diameter and predictor variables were included in the modeling process, with non-

significant terms removed from the final models. 

3.2.4.3 Yearly-level cone production analysis 

To assess the importance of the relationship between cone production and  

attack, separate generalized nominal logistic regressions were run to re-examine both attack and 

survival status of individual trees when cone year was either (i) equal to attack year (cone year = 

t), or (ii) one year prior to attack (cone year = t -1). A one-year lag was chosen to determine 

whether cone production in one year more strongly affects the resources available to an 

individual the following year than those that are produced concurrently. Cones produced in t -1 
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might affect tree vulnerability in t due to the potential for reserve depletion. Once again for these 

analyses, attack status and survival status were used as the categorical response variables, with 

independent predictor variables being site and ln-transformed measures of growth rate, 

investment in defense, cone production, and diameter.  

All statistical analyses were conducted using JMP Version 13 software (SAS Institute 

Inc., Cary, NC). 
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Figure 3.1: Map of the study area showing white spruce trees and their relationships to the 
spruce beetle outbreak (660380E 6761091N, UTM Zone 7). Map created using ArcMap 
version 10.3 (ESRI, Redlands, CA). Each point represents one individual tree sampled, with red 
dots indicating trees that were attacked and killed, blue dots being trees that were attacked and 
survived, and green dots being unattacked trees. Kloo site is located to the northeast of the 
Alaska Highway, and Sulphur site is located to the southwest. Inset map shows the location of 
the study site as a red star. 
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Figure 3.2: (A) Photo taken of Sulphur grid from the Alaska Highway. (B) Photo of a grid 
stake used in determining location within the study area. (C) Photo of previous labeling 
used to identify individual trees.  
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Figure 3.3: Cross-section of white spruce (Picea glauca) tree core. The core is positioned with 
the bark located to the left of the image, followed by a period of latewood (indicated by dark, 
smaller tracheids) and earlywood sections of the annual growth rings. This individual is showing 
a strong induced defense response in the 5th previous year shown, with the presence of numerous 
traumatic resin ducts. 
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3.3 Results  

3.3.1  Patterns of beetle activity 

Of the 300 trees selected for coring, a total of 293 were included in analyses, with the 

loss of several individuals due to issues with accurately identifying individual trees, damaged 

cores caused by problems with the wood and/or increment borer, mislabelling, or an inability to 

reconcile cross-dating issues. Of those 293 total trees, 196 individuals were attacked by spruce 

beetles between the years 2002 and 2005, and 97 individuals were unattacked throughout that 

period. The majority of spruce trees attacked by the spruce beetle in the study area during the 

monitoring period were found to have been initially attacked in 2002 and 2003, with 23.0% 

(N=45) and 60.7% (N=119) of total attacks respectively. After 2003, a sharp decline in the 

number of trees being attacked was observed in the trees chosen for use, with fewer individuals 

attacked across both sites in 2004 (13.8%, N=27), and only 2.6% of total beetle attacks observed 

in 2005 (N=5). Trees in both sites had both similar mean diameters and ages from core height 

(mean + SD: KL= 20.54 + 6.88 cm and 49.95 + 11.31 years, SU= 20.59 + 6.81 cm and 58.47 + 

21.14 years). No significant correlation between age and diameter was observed (r=0.2156). 

3.3.2 Relationships between tree traits 

When examining the characteristics of all trees sampled, regardless of attack 

classification, a number of relationships were observed between individual tree traits (Figure 

3.4). Larger diameter trees grew faster (Figure 3.5A, r=0.4077, p<0.0001), produced more ducts 

(Figure 3.5C, r=0.2239, p<0.0001), and had more cones (Figure 3.5B, r=0.4407, p<0.0001) 

relative to diameter. When accounting for diameter, faster growing trees produced fewer resin 

ducts in the 5-years prior to attack (Figure 3.4A, r= -0.10. p=0.0467) but not fewer cones (Figure 

3.4C r=0.2010, p=0.8438). No significant relationship between cone and resin duct production 
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was observed when diameter was accounted for (Figure 3.4C, r=0.0625, p=0.7728). Of all trees, 

61.09% had no ducts in the five year increment examined, with 49.24% of attacked trees having 

no ducts in the five years prior to attack by spruce beetles. Resin duct production over the 5-year 

period prior to attack had no significant effect on traumatic resin duct production in the attack 

year (r=0.0428, p=0.5615). In the year they were attacked, 37.54% of trees produced no cones. 

3.3.3 Tree attack and mortality 

White spruce trees were more likely to be attacked by spruce beetles when they were 

larger, grew more slowly, and had more ducts (Figure 3.6, Table 3.1). The number of cones that 

a tree produced in either the year before or the year of spruce beetle attack had no effect on the 

probability of being attacked (Figure 3.6, Table 3.1). Probability of attack did not differ among 

years or sites (Table 3.1).  

 Annual growth rate was the strongest predictor of the likelihood of white spruce tree 

mortality following attack (Table 3.1), with faster growing trees less likely to die (Figure 3.8). 

The number of resin ducts produced in the attack year was also a significant predictor variable, 

with a significant interaction between attack year resin ducts and tree diameter (Figure 3.7). 

Diameter was significant only when trees produced resin ducts, and was not significant on its 

own in the final model (Figure 3.8, Table 3.1). White spruce trees most likely to die following an 

attack by the spruce beetle were slower growing trees, relative to diameter, that produced fewer 

resin ducts (Figure 3.8). Similar to the results of the attack status model, the number of cones that 

an individual produced in a given year had no effect on the overall probability of an individual 

tree’s mortality following spruce beetle attack (Table 3.1). The year that an individual was 

attacked also had no effect on probability of mortality, while trees attacked in KL grid were more 

likely to die following an attack than those in SU grid.  
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 Comparing the results predicting attack with those predicting death, slower growing 

trees, once again relative to diameter, were more likely to be attacked and more likely to die. 

However, while tree size was a strong predictor of attack, it did not predict mortality well. Tree 

defences had opposing effects on tree vulnerability: trees with more resin ducts were more likely 

to be attacked but also more likely to survive the attack than trees with fewer ducts. Cone 

production had no effect on either attack status or tree mortality. 

3.3.4 Effect of resource depletion 

The following analyses set out to examine whether the significance of predictor variables 

for spruce beetle attack and survival change depending on whether the cone data during either 

the year of attack were used (cone year = t), or when a lag was present between the two (cone 

year = t-1). Rather than examining all trees and including cone year as a separate predictor, these 

analyses were run separately using only the subset of trees with cone data belonging to each of 

the above categories. No effect of the number of cones produced in the previous year on either 

attack status or tree mortality was observed in any of these analyses. For the attack status models, 

no changes were observed in the trends for other predictor variables; in all cases, attack 

likelihood was highest for large diameter, slow-growing trees with a higher number of 

constitutive resin ducts.  

 When examining tree mortality, the significant effect of the number of induced resin 

ducts seen in the original model is no longer observed when only examining a subset of the data 

(Tables 3.2, 3.3). The p-values obtained for this predictor variable lose significance as sample 

size decreases, indicating that the loss of significance may be a sample size issue for a weak 

effect.   
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Figure 3.4. Relationships between predictor variables (A) Relationship between individual 
white spruce (Picea glauca) resin duct production and mean growth rate over a 5-year 
period prior to spruce beetle (Dendroctonus rufipennis) attack. Black line is orthogonal fit 
line, r= -0.10 (N=297). (B) Relationship between individual white spruce resin duct and cone 
production. Black line is orthogonal fit line, r= 0.0625 (N=297). (C) Relationship between 
individual white spruce growth rate and cone production. Black line is orthogonal fit line, r= 
0.2010 (N=297). Dotted lines indicate non-significant effects. 
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Figure 3.5: Relationship between individual white spruce (Picea glauca) tree diameter (ln 
cm) and other tree measurements. Each point represents one tree, with red dots representing 
trees that were attacked and killed by the spruce beetle (N=102), green dots representing trees 
that were attacked and survived (N=99), and blue dots representing trees that were unattacked 
(N=96). Solid lines represent significant effects. (A) Relationship between mean growth rate 
over a 5-year period prior to spruce beetle attack and diameter (ln cm) Black line is 
orthogonal fit line, r= 0.408 (N=297). (B) Relationship between yearly cone count and 
diameter. Black line is orthogonal fit line, r= 0.441 (N=273). (C) Relationship between resin 
duct counts produced in 5-year interval prior to spruce beetle attack and diameter. Black 
line is orthogonal fit line, r= 0.224 (N=297). 
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Figure 3.6: Relationship between white spruce (Picea glauca) tree diameter, growth rate, 
resin duct production, cone production and the predicted probability of being attacked by 
the spruce beetle (from logistic regression, see Table 3.1). Smooth fit lines, Lambda = 3, 
N=271. Means (+/- SE) for each category provided in panel B. Formatting conventions as per 
previous figures. 
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Figure 3.7. Interaction between tree diameter and duct production in white spruce (Picea 
glauca) when examining the probability of tree mortality. Green crosses indicate trees that 
produced no resin ducts in the year of spruce beetle attack, and blue diamonds represent trees 
that did produce resin ducts.  
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Figure 3.8: Relationship between individual white spruce (Picea glauca) tree diameter, 
growth rate, resin duct production, cone production and the predicted probability of 
mortality following attack by spruce beetles (from logistic regression, see Table 3.1). Duct 
production and growth were measured in the year of attack. Spline lambda = 3, N=136. 
Formatting and conventions as per previous figures. 
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Table 3.1: Nominal logistic regressions for likelihood of white spruce trees being (1) 
attacked by spruce beetles, and (2) killed by spruce beetles. Bolded text indicates a significant 
effect (p<0.05) with italics used to distinguish negative effects. Predictor variables indicated with 
a * were different between regression models. For the attack status model, growth and resin duct 
parameters were examined over an increment of 5 years prior to beetle attack. For the mortality 
status model, growth and resin duct parameters were examined during the year of beetle attack 
only.  
 
		 Response variable 

	 Attack Status  Mortality Status  
Predictor variable  χ2 p   χ2 p 
Diameter (ln cm) 32.45 <0.0001  3.3 0.0693 
*Growth Increment (ln mm) 28.67 <0.0001  25.6 <0.0001 
*Resin Ducts (ln N +1) 16.59 <0.0001  5.1 0.0239 
Cone Count (ln N +1) 0.04 0.8414  1.09 0.2956 
 [Diameter x Resin Ducts] - -  4.04 0.0445 
Site 0.03 0.8573  4.4 0.036 
Year 0.05 0.8211   0.03 0.867 
df 6 7 
R2 0.301 0.324 
N 271 136 
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Table 3.2: Nominal logistic regressions for likelihood of white spruce trees being (1) spruce 
beetle attacked, and (2) killed by spruce beetles, examining the effect of cones that were 
produced during the year of beetle attack. Bold and italics as per Table 3.1. 
 
		 Response variable 

	 Attack Status  Mortality Status  
Predictor variable  χ2 p   χ2 p 
Diameter (ln cm) 27.72 <0.0001  1.81 0.1787 
*Growth Increment (ln mm) 29.27 <0.0001  14.68 <0.0001 
*Resin Ducts (ln N +1) 8.43 0.0037  3.31 0.0689 
Cone Count (ln N +1) 1.28 0.2587  1.25 0.2634 
 [Diameter x Resin Ducts] 5.03 0.0249  - - 
Site 1.9 0.1685  1.59 0.2076 
Year 4.17 0.0413   0 0.9922 
df 7 6 
R2 0.417 0.2549 
N 213 96 
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Table 3.3: Nominal logistic regressions for likelihood of white spruce trees being (1) spruce 
beetle attacked, and (2) killed by spruce beetles, examining the effect of cones that were 
produced in the year prior to beetle attack. Bold and italics as per Table 3.1.  
 
		 Response variable 

	 Attack Status  Mortality Status  
Predictor variable  χ2 p   χ2 p 
Diameter (ln cm) 15.03 <0.0001  1.71 0.1906 
*Growth Increment (ln mm) 9.97 0.0016  5.8 0.016 
*Resin Ducts (ln N +1) 19.63 <0.0001  1.7 0.1923 
Cone Count (ln N +1) 1.56 0.2123  0 0.9944 
Site 2.69 0.1011  0.23 0.6325 
Year 3.94 0.0471   - - 
df 6 5 
R2 0.2867 0.4681 
N 140 32 

 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.4: Nominal logistic regressions for likelihood of white spruce trees being attacked 
by the spruce beetle (Dendroctonus rufipennis), examining the effect of cone production in 
the year prior to attack for only those trees that were attacked in 2003. Bold and italics as 
per Table 3.1. 
 
		 Response variable 

	 Attack Status 
Predictor variable  χ2 p 
Diameter (ln cm) 12.21 0.0005 
*Growth Increment (ln mm) 10.55 0.0012 
*Resin Ducts (ln N +1) 12.36 0.0004 
Cone Count (ln N +1) 2.88 0.0896 
Site 3.78 0.0518 
df 5 
R2 0.3774 
N 74 
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3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1 Likelihood of spruce beetle attack 

Spruce beetles attacked larger-diameter trees with slower growth rates and a higher level 

of investment in defense (resin duct production) in the 5-years preceding beetle attack. The first 

result, that white spruce trees attacked by the spruce beetle were significantly larger in diameter 

than those that were unattacked, agrees with what has been previously reported (Watson 1928, 

Balch 1942, Hard et al. 1983, Hard 1985, Reynolds and Holsten 1996, Doak 2004, DeRose and 

Long 2012). In fact, bark beetle preference for large diameter trees is generally well accepted 

and often thought to be primarily a result of the positive relationship observed been diameter and 

overall phloem thickness (Hawksworth et al. 1983, Alkan-Akinci and Ersen-Bak 2016). As the 

phloem layer is where beetle larvae develop and feed, thicker phloem is considered to be of 

higher quality for bark beetle brood development, and as such has often been proposed as one 

explanation for beetle preference for large diameter trees (Raffa et al. 2015). This explanation 

has often been employed, however empirical tests of the relationship between phloem thickness 

and tree diameter are inconsistent (Berryman 1976, Reid and Robb 1999).  

Growth rate and its interaction with diameter is important to consider when examining 

the impact that diameter has on the probability of being attacked, because growth often decreases 

with increasing diameter. However, diameter was found to be a significant predictor variable 

even when accounting for growth rate. Despite the positive correlation between growth rate and 

diameter (Figure 3.5A), growth rate on its own was also significant when examining attack 

likelihood, with slower-growing trees most susceptible to attack. This result corroborates what 

others have found (Watson 1928, Hard et al. 1983, Hard 1985, Doak 2004), although the reason 

for spruce beetle preference of slow-growing trees is unknown. This preference has recently been 
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observed in other closely related bark beetle species such as the mountain pine beetle 

(Dendroctonus ponderosae) (Reid lab, unpublished data), however it is contrary to previous 

research carried out on pine engraver bark beetles (Ips pini) in which recent tree growth rate had 

a strong, positive effect on pine engraver beetle reproduction (Reid and Robb 1999). These 

effects were shown to be unrelated to phloem thickness, as may otherwise have been assumed, 

however a key difference is that pine engravers were in freshly dead trees with no induced 

defenses and no choice of trees (Reid and Robb 1999). Given that faster growing trees resulted in 

more successful reproduction for pine engravers, a preference for attacking more vigorous 

individuals could have been predicted but was not observed in my study.  

A proposed explanation for why slower growing trees are more susceptible to spruce 

beetles is that due to their slow growth rates, moisture uptake is too low to allow for the 

production of sufficient resin flow required for overcoming beetle attacks (Berg et al. 2006, 

Werner et al. 2006). I found that investment in constitutive defense, represented by the number 

of xylem resin ducts produced, was greater in attacked trees than unattacked trees (Figure 3.6), 

and in addition to diameter and growth rate, resin duct production was one of the strongest 

predictors of spruce beetle attack (Figure 3.6). Resin duct production has been positively linked 

to resin flow (Nagy et al. 2000, Rodríguez-García et al. 2014) and it has previously been 

suggested that trees that have more resin ducts should be able to respond to attacks with the 

production of more resin and a higher resin flow rate, due to their enhanced reservoir capacity 

(Hood et al. 2015). Given that constitutive resin ducts and an increased resin flow rate is 

associated with a defensive response, trees that have a higher density of resin ducts should be 

better equipped to defend against an incoming spruce beetle attack and therefore less likely to be 

attacked, contrary to what I observed. Successful host tree approach and colonization by the 
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spruce beetle is more complex, however, and relies on a number of different cues and stimuli 

(Raffa et al. 2008, Raffa et al. 2015). Because there was no correlation between the number of 

resin ducts a tree produced in the 5-year period prior to attack and the number of induced 

traumatic ducts produced in the year of attack, constitutive defense levels in spruce may not 

provide meaningful information on defensive capabilities to spruce beetles. 

3.4.2 Multi-tiered role of carbon-based defenses in conifers 

Aggregation and the initiation of mass attack often involve the interaction between host 

tree kairomones, usually monoterpenes, and attractant beetle pheromones (Borden 1989). Some 

of the major monoterpene constituents of resin can also serve as primary attractants for bark 

beetles, with certain components even acting as derivative precursors to the development of 

beetle pheromones (Seybold et al. 2000). The behaviour of bark beetles is directly linked to tree 

physiology (Raffa et al. 2008), given that the beetles are able to exploit trees’ terpenes as 

elicitors, synergists and even precursors to their pheromones (Wood 1982, Raffa and Berryman 

1983, Sandstrom et al. 2006, Raffa et al. 2008). The primary component of pine tree resin, α-

pinene, is also largely responsible for mountain pine beetle pheromone production and attraction, 

despite the fact that when present in large quantities it can be quite toxic to the beetles 

themselves.  In addition to frontalin, α-pinene is also a demonstrably important component of 

spruce beetle pheromone production, with most commercial lures produced using a combination 

of these two compounds (Ross et al. 2005). Used as either a cue from tree kairomones, or 

exploited as a pre-cursor for beetle pheromone, the monoterpenes present in resin may be serving 

to make better-defended trees easier to locate as potential hosts. This explanation could be used 

to explain the increased likelihood of attack for individuals that have a higher level of defense 

observed in the present study, as they would be most detectable by beetles searching for 
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appropriate host trees. Tree diameter may also be viewed in this context. If increasing tree 

diameter results in hosts that are more easily detectable to the spruce beetles, this could explain 

why larger trees were more likely to be attacked, with no significant effect of diameter on tree 

mortality. 

Additionally, given that the current study examines only the relationships observed 

during an epidemic phase of spruce beetle activity, the sheer number of spruce beetles that are 

available to mass attack and overcome tree defenses may result in less of an importance placed 

on individual host tree defensive traits. At high population densities such as those encountered 

during an outbreak, the beetle likelihood of a successful attack is increased whether or not the 

host tree is well defended (Raffa et al. 2015). The behavioural strategies that are employed by 

bark beetles exhibit plasticity, with different behaviour observed at either endemic or outbreak 

population densities (Elkin and Reid 2010, Kausrud et al. 2011, Kausrud et al. 2012). During 

outbreaks, it could be that individual spruce beetles are more likely to attack trees with higher 

defenses due to the lowered risk of failure compared to when beetle populations are low, in 

addition to the ease of locating these hosts. 

3.4.3 Likelihood of spruce tree mortality 

Once an individual tree was attacked by spruce beetles, slower-growing individuals that 

produced fewer resin ducts in the year of attack had the highest likelihood of mortality (Figure 

3.8, Table 3.1). This demonstrates that in conjunction with the observed spruce beetle preference 

for attacking slower growing trees, of the attacked trees, the slower growing individuals were 

also more likely to succumb to their injuries following attack, indicating beetle success. Indeed, 

growth rate was the most significant predictor of tree mortality status following attack, with a 

strong, negative relationship observed between the two (Figure 3.8). As described above, the 
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relationship between growth rate and spruce tree susceptibility and beetle-induced mortality has 

been examined in the past, and the results of the present study generally agree with those for 

spruce stands in other areas (Watson 1928, Hard et al. 1983, Hard 1985, Doak 2004). Although 

previous studies have investigated this relationship, these studies do not often distinguish 

between susceptibility to attack and the likelihood of mortality following attack. The current 

study examines these important stages separately, and provides insight into spruce beetle 

behaviour with respect to host choice and eventual host suitability.  

Opposite to the trends observed for growth rate, diameter did not play a similar role for 

both attack likelihood and eventual beetle-induced mortality. Despite the spruce beetle 

preference of attacking large-diameter trees, diameter did not have a significant effect on tree 

mortality (Figure 3.8, Table 3.1). The number of resin ducts produced in response to beetle 

attack was a significant predictor of mortality, with trees that produced more resin ducts less 

likely to die following spruce beetle attack. This was anticipated given that the induced defensive 

response of spruce primarily involves the production of traumatic resin ducts in response to 

attackers. It is unique with respect to the comparisons between attack and tree mortality 

likelihoods however, because higher constitutive defenses were seen to lead to an increased 

probability of attack despite lowered beetle success in trees better defended by induced defenses.  

Even at epidemic levels, individual trees in the current study were less likely to 

experience beetle-induced mortality when they were investing more heavily in induced defense 

following attack. This has important implications for our understanding of spruce-beetle-host-

tree dynamics, and suggests that despite high population densities of beetles, individual tree 

defensive traits still play an active role in tree survival. These results further suggest that trees 

traditionally viewed as more vulnerable, those with fewer constitutive defenses, may in fact be 
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less likely to be targeted and attacked by spruce beetles. A recent study examining the effect of 

drought on the susceptibility of Norway spruce (Picea abies) to infestations by the Eurasian 

spruce bark beetle (Ips typographus) came to a similar conclusion (Netherer et al. 2015). A 

situation that was previously thought to be putting spruce at risk, drought stress, may possibly be 

allowing them to escape detection by spruce beetles. Despite their empirical evidence that spruce 

trees under increasingly severe stress are less able to mount defenses, they also observed reduced 

host acceptance under more extreme drought stress (Netherer et al. 2015). In conjunction with 

previous research, my study helps to provide a more complete understanding of bark-beetle host 

dynamics. The results can additionally serve to provide insights into how these dynamics may be 

expected to change in the future, especially with changing climates.  

3.4.4 The role of reproduction: masting in plants and the role of storage 

Cone count was included as a predictor variable in all models examining the likelihoods 

of a tree being attacked and of a tree surviving an attack, and in no model was it found to be 

significant. This suggests that contrary to the predicted importance of resource investment 

towards reproduction, what an individual tree does with respect to cone production in a given 

year does not contribute at all to that individual’s likelihood of being attacked, or succumbing to 

their injuries following attack.  There are several possible explanations for this result. 

 Reproduction might not rely only on current year resources at the expense of other 

functions. Although growth, defense, and reproduction are all major plant functions that require a 

high investment of resources, one additional area to which incoming photoassimilates can be 

diverted was not considered in the present study. Non-structural carbohydrates (NSC), those 

involved in both primary and secondary metabolism of tissues, can also be compartmentalized by 

an individual plant and formed into storage reserves (Chapin et al. 1990, Hartmann and 
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Trumbore 2016). The degree to which an individual plant is able to draw from those reserves 

will vary, and there is some evidence to suggest that stored carbohydrates are not always 

accessible to individuals (reviewed in Chapin et al. 1990). Some studies suggest that in mast-

cropping conifers such as white spruce, marked declines in storage reserves are seen following 

reproduction, indicating a significant effect on subsequent reproductive effort with a period of 

replenishment being required (Koenig and Knops 2000). Other studies demonstrate that some 

trees do use the current year’s photosynthesis (Hoch et al. 2013), which would predict an annual 

trade-off between growth and reproduction.  

The mechanisms by which masting species synchronize their reproductive efforts have 

been examined, and the evidence for all proposed mechanisms show mixed support (Koenig and 

Knops 2005). One proposed hypothesis, resource matching, suggests that plants may be 

matching their reproductive output to the variable resources that are available to them in a given 

year, indicating no underlying selective pressures for large scale variations. If this was indeed 

occurring, one would expect individuals to investi more in everything (growth and reproduction) 

in years with high resource availability, and less in everything when years are poorer, resulting in 

a positive correlation between growth and reproduction (Monks and Kelly 2006). The opposite 

trend has been observed most frequently in Northern Hemisphere genera Abies, Acer, Betula, 

Fagus, Picea, Pinus and Psudotsuga, with a negative correlation found between growth and 

reproduction (Kelly and Sork 2002). I found a weakly positive relationship between annual 

growth and cone count (Figure 3.4C), which could suggest a potential for resource matching in 

this species. It is important to note, however, that with the present dataset, only one year of cone 

count data was used for each individual for comparison to growth rate. More significant and 

meaningful trends may emerge when cone count and growth are compared over multiple years, 
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and so the conclusions based on the current study’s analysis of reproduction must be tempered. 

In a larger, multi-year study of the Kluane area, large cone crops corresponded to years of 

reduced growth (Krebs et al. 2017). 

Because of the potential shortcomings of using only one year of cone data, I ran separate 

models to more precisely examine the effect of cones that were produced either during the year 

of spruce beetle attack (Table 3.2) or in the year prior to spruce beetle attack (Tables 3.3, 3.4). 

Only individual trees that had data available matching those descriptions were included in these 

analyses, and as in previous models cone count had no significant effect on either attack or 

survival status. Given this lack of any significant effect, and the lack of a trade-off observed 

between growth and cones, these results suggest that white spruce in this system may be relying 

more heavily on resource reserves for yearly investment towards allocation, or that masting may 

occur primarily as a result of external variables, or some combination of both. Further studies 

would need to be conducted to more directly investigate the mechanisms responsible for masting 

in this system, along with the degree to which individual trees are utilizing stored resources for 

reproduction. 

3.4.5 Alignment with the Growth-Differentiation-Balance Hypothesis  

The growth-differentiation balance hypothesis (GDBH) presents the idea of a trade-off 

between allocating towards competing life history traits, growth and defense, as a dilemma for 

plants. An individual needs to grow fast enough to remain competitive while still remaining 

sufficiently defended to prevent the loss of already acquired resources through injury and to 

survive when faced with pathogens and herbivores (Herms and Mattson 1992). As such, a 

balance between resource allocation towards growth and defense is needed. It is likely, however, 

that a third axis is involved in the dilemma of allocation, with overall plant allocation patterns 
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dividing into more of a triangle with growth, defense, and reproduction competing for the same 

limited resources (Obeso 2002). The predicted trade-off between growth and defence was 

detectable in the white spruce trees that were sampled, with a slightly negative correlation 

between the two variables when compared over a 5-year period (Figure 3.4A). This trade-off 

would have been predicted by the GDBH in situations where resource availability was moderate 

or high, and net assimilation of resources was consistent (Herms and Mattson 1992). On the 

other hand, I did not detect the predicted trade-off between growth and reproduction, with a 

positive correlation observed between the two variables (Figure 3.4C).  A positive relationship 

between two competing areas of allocation can only be explained by the GDBH in situations of 

low resource availability, where allocation towards growth is limited by overall low levels of 

photosynthesis and unfavourable conditions (Herms and Mattson 1992). Under these 

circumstances there would be a predicted positive relationship, as the inherent trade-off would 

not yet be observable. 

 A separate situation that would result in the observed positive correlation between growth 

and reproduction involves the opposite level of resources being available to an individual. Trees 

with more total resources (i.e. larger trees) could still have more defenses or cones in absolute 

terms, given their improved access to resources over smaller trees. As many species of plants 

require similar resources for growth, reproduction, and defense (Bazzaz et al. 1987, Chapin et al. 

1990), conditions that are conducive for growth are also likely conducive for reproduction. 

Alternatively, it is also possible that while access to carbon may not be limited in an individual, 

other things such as nitrogen or phosphorus may limit reproduction (Ferrenberg et al. 2015). The 

predicted trade-off between growth and defense was observed, and white spruce tree defenses are 

primarily carbon-based. Previous studies have suggested that simple estimates of reproductive 
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effort based only on biomass allocation to flower and/or fruiting structures poorly reflect total 

carbon allocation to reproduction (Reekie and Bazzaz 1987b), and plant reproductive structures 

are usually more nutrient-enriched than are other biomass (Reekie and Bazzaz 1987b, a, 

Hemborg and Karlsson 1998, Sala et al. 2012). As such, future studies need to investigate 

allocation of key nutrients in addition to simply the allocation of carbon, when considering 

reproduction.  

3.4.6 Conclusions  

Differences in resource allocation to defensive resin ducts and growth of white spruce 

predicted the likelihood of an individual tree being attacked by spruce beetles during an 

outbreak. According to the growth-differentiation balance hypothesis, trees are faced with a 

dilemma when forced to allocate finite resources towards either growth or defense. As predicted 

by this hypothesis, a trade-off was observed between growth rate and the production of resin 

ducts over a 5-year period (Figure 3.4A). During the outbreak examined here, the likelihood of 

attack by the spruce beetle was highest for large diameter, slower-growing trees that produced a 

larger number of resin ducts in the 5-year period preceding attack. Beetles were more likely to 

attack trees that were better defended, possibly as a result of these trees being more easily 

located due to the presence of highly concentrated terpenes produced in the resin.  

Differences in resource allocation between these life history functions also predicted the 

likelihood of an individual tree surviving beetle attack, even at the outbreak population densities 

encountered in the current study. Growth rate was the most significant predictor of tree mortality, 

with slower growing individuals most likely to die. Additionally, investment in induced defense 

played a significant role, with trees that produced fewer ducts in response to an attack being 

more likely to die. Beetles were more likely to attack trees that were better defended despite the 
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observed decrease in beetle success in better-defended trees. This could indicate that trees 

traditionally viewed as most vulnerable, those with fewer defenses, may in fact be capable of 

avoiding detection by the spruce beetle and at a lower risk of beetle attack. Although at high 

beetle population density it has been suggested that the role of individual host defenses may be 

less prominent in determining beetle success, induced defenses produced in the white spruce 

examined in the current study affected mortality rates of white spruce.    

 A tree’s investment towards reproduction, represented by cone count data obtained for 

each individual, was not a significant predictor to either attack or survival likelihood. Cone 

production and the level of carbon allocated towards reproduction therefore do not appear to 

contribute to a tree’s overall susceptibility to spruce beetle attack. Despite the predicted 

significant cost of reproduction, no trade-off was observed between cone output and growth, and 

a positive correlation was observed between the two. This could indicate that trees are not 

relying on the current year's photoassimilates for investment in reproduction, or that total 

resource availability is masking the trade-off that must inherently be present. Further studies 

examining the process of masting in this system and the relationship between growth and 

reproductive output over a longer time scale is needed.  
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Chapter Four: General conclusions 

With this thesis, I set out to determine how carbon allocation in white spruce towards 

growth, reproduction, and defense affected the success of spruce beetles during a large-scale, 

unprecedented outbreak. At the population level, I examined how yearly variation in average 

growth rate and cone crop production affected spruce beetle population growth. At the individual 

tree level, I examined how these allocation patterns affected beetle-attack and spruce-tree 

mortality probabilities. Spruce beetle population growth was greater in years that had less 

average spruce growth, and at the individual tree level, trees that were slower growing relative to 

their diameter were more likely to be both attacked and killed. At both scales examined, this 

indicates a beetle preference for and advantage with relatively slow tree growth. Diameter was 

also a significant predictor of attack, with larger trees more likely to be attacked. With respect to 

mortality, however, diameter was no longer significant except when considering its interaction 

with resin-duct production. This could indicate that larger trees are easier for spruce beetles to 

locate, but that diameter is not inherently important to tree survival while defenses are. Because 

there was a negative relationship between growth rate and constitutive defense production, the 

increased probability of attack for slow growing trees does not indicate these trees were less able 

to mobilize resources for defense.  

Individual trees with a higher level of constitutive defense were more likely to be 

attacked despite the fact that better-defended trees in the year of attack (with more induced 

defense) were less likely to die. This could indicate that spruce beetles rely on constitutive tree 

defenses as a means of locating suitable tree hosts. Because there was no relationship between 

the constitutive and induced defenses produced by a tree, the constitutive defenses that the 

beetles may be attracted to do not necessarily reflect the tree’s defensive capability. The trends 
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observed with respect to defense may have other implications, in that trees traditionally viewed 

as most vulnerable (those with fewer defenses) actually have a lower likelihood of being 

attacked, and may therefore be able to escape beetle detection.  

At the population level, years of higher spruce beetle population growth were associated 

with overall less cone production, but no effect was observed of individual cone production in a 

given year on the probabilities of spruce beetle attack or related mortality. To the best of my 

knowledge, cone production has not previously been examined with respect to its relationship to 

tree susceptibility and defense, making this result a novel one. These findings could indicate that 

trees are not relying on the current year's photoassimilates for investment in reproduction, or that 

total resource availability is masking the trade-off that must inherently be present. Further studies 

examining the process of masting in this system and the relationship between growth and 

reproductive output over a longer time scale are needed. 

When examining the effect of climate on this system at the population scale, neither 

summer or winter temperature were found to have a significant effect on spruce beetle 

population growth. Despite the predicted importance of these factors on spruce beetle biology 

and population density, either climate was not an important process explaining population 

growth in this outbreak, or other climate variables I did not investigate are important and should 

be investigated. 

The results of my study suggest several new lines of inquiry that will help elucidate the 

relationship between tree traits and susceptibility to spruce beetle attack. It would be useful to 

directly examine the source from which individual trees are obtaining the carbon required for 

both defense and reproduction; whether it be primarily from the current year’s photosynthesis, or 

from stored carbohydrate reserves. An additional line of inquiry could therefore be to run a more 
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controlled experiment examining these questions directly, or to better quantify the amount of 

carbon being allocated to each of these functions. Taking storage reserve capacity and use into 

account would provide a more accurate depiction of white spruce allocation strategy, and would 

therefore aid in understanding the effect of allocation on spruce beetle success. Because these 

allocation processes are complex, more sensitive techniques may be required to address the 

underlying mechanisms.   

The spruce beetle outbreak that was examined in the present thesis caused widespread 

and substantial spruce mortality across the southwest Yukon. Currently there is increasing 

concern over bark beetle disturbance frequency and severity, due to the effects of climate change 

on range expansion and increasing beetle population densities (Raffa et al. 2008). Coniferous 

forests provide essential ecosystem services, are home to a wide variety of plant and animal 

species, and are thought to be especially vulnerable to climatic shifts (McNulty and Aber 2001, 

Bentz et al. 2010). Understanding which tree characteristics make individuals more susceptible 

to spruce (and other bark) beetle species an essential component of understanding the spruce 

beetle-host dynamic, and can be useful when advising on forest management strategies or 

predicting future beetle outbreak progression. My thesis explored the relationships between 

carbon allocation at both the spruce population and individual tree level, and provides important 

insights into the relationships between spruce beetle attack, subsequent mortality and their host 

tree species. 
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